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Large Crops of Ur&ss.

1 was much interested in the brief
report of Mr. Scliwenk's success with
the grass crop, as given in the New
England Farmer, March 4. There are
several points worth uoting as contributors to this sucess: Ground well manured with crop of coru or potatoes; then

opportunity

the

dress

she

ordered

from

Mme.

Nellie?
"Hut I sent It back. It did not fit."
"Of course," said he suavely, "that
may have been the defense. A judgment is a judgment, however. Will you
pay lip or shall I make a levy?" he added. casting longing glances at the vaee.
"This shall not go unpunished. It Is

outrage," said Miss Langham Indignantly. "Walt until I ring up my
friend, Judge Newton."
"Your friend;'" The deputy laughed.
an

"You will receive Instructions from
hiui."

"I have received 'em already. It was
Judg Newton that entered the judgment against you. Here are the papers.
Tlii is his own writing;"
One glance satisfied Miss Langham.
She bade Mathilde bring her check
bo>k. "I'll pay," she said. "In the
meantime you may release that vase.
It is hardly a tea store souvenir."
·······

That same evening James Carruthers
sat in his den, reading Dante's "Inferno." Ile had finished "The Sorrows of
Werther" the day before. At his elbow,
still to be perused, lay "The Joy of Liv-

ing."

The telephone bell jangled twice, but
he did not hear. At the third call he
rose from his chair. A moment later
the volume went speeding 011 its way
the room.
This is Jim's end of the conversation
that followed:
"Represent you in the matter? Gladly. raid it, you say? Tried to take-
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means
one
j
and
are studying corn,
argue that this pest has been in England
ment Immediate! v.
ETHEÔ B. THAYER.
improve.nent is through the selection of ! for hundreds of years and is making no
Mar. 31st, IMA
make
to
now
too
late
be
seed. It may
perceptible onslaught on agricultural
NOTICE.
In the first place
that rigid selection that was possible at progress and success.
the
is
now
she
but
that
just
the husking time,
it is questionable if England has had this
The subscriber hereby gives notice
has been duly appointe·! administratrix de bonis time to test the germinating qualities of
pest for any considerable number of
non c. t. a. of the estate of
Think huw many crops of
hand agrithe seed.
years, and then on the other
MARY S GRAY, late of Pentnark,
have been lost from planting cultural conditions are entirely different
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and given sweet corn
All persons having bad seed!
Can you afford it?—Maine abroad and in this country.
The best
bonds as the law directs.
are
demand-· against the esute of said deceased
and Farmer.
judges, those who have had the best
desire·! to present the same for settlement,
to study the matter, are
Indebted thereto are requested to<nake payu

hand, ma'am."

near-l
chancel
be-1

ï

Tne subscriber hereby gives notice that he
l>a- been 'luiy appointé·! administrator of the
ν-kite of
IIWN AH Bl MOKTUX. late of Parts.
ami
In the County of Oxford, ilteeunl,
All persons
iclven lion'ls â- the law directs
Having demands against the estate of saM deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, an<l all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immediate!*-.
N. DAYTON BOLSTER.
Mar aist. I9W.

In

oh. my! Newton? Beastly impudence!
Called tonight after all that happened?
You treated him right. Yes, d-e-a-r-l-e.
In teu minutes."
The next morning Jim Informed his
stenographer gleefully that the Mme.
Nellie matter was settled out of court
and that she might retain the dress as
a gift. Later he called upon the deputy
slier i if.
"1 am sorry, counselor," said the official, "that duty compelled me to go
against your client. Funny thing how
we collected it. 1 found the defendant
Sixth avenue. I saw It
resided at
in the court record. She said so. Those
arc Hats and, says 1. that judgment
ain't 110 good. Afterward some one
rings this office up and tells me the defendant didn't live there at all. Says
islie was a swell and lived around the
corner in Fifty-seventh street. He was
right too. She paid up like a lamb. I
wonder who it was that tipped us off?

S

changed
kind's icy lingers
■carlet, gold and gray. The pulished
>ird's-eye maple finish is unsurpassed,

heard

lu.an uproar. Mutliilde. her maid, was
"If you please,
almost breathless.
ma'am," she gasped, "there's a may In
the parlor—a sheriff or something,
niiil lie's been holding the best peachblow vase these two hours. I sent for
The police says he can't
the police.
do nothing. He told the man to wait.
There lie is now, ma'am, sitting on the
best g!lt chair, with the vase in his

■

γΓ' oThe

be

Miss
When
Elizabeth
Langham
eiucrge.l from lier coupe nt 0 o'clock
that evening she found her household

^

pjoducts

never

··»····

..

J

n»There

1
iuust be some
ordered a dress oue-f^r.a a,
Xor have 1 <»er
espeu ive a 3 thai.
laid eves ou Mme. Ne'.l.e.
-Where do you live:" he Inquired.
"NoHer reply £*toulbed him.

uptake.

never

that'ne'ar

S

ns
Forty-seventh «trwir*
-It U via lae corner. 'H>e bUle htrc®
This smnnion
fashionable.
l3 ν
lu'euded for some wealth}
nir-t
wo:::: .1 near by who doesn't pay her

b

wi"

*·,!;

Jim

saw th.:t the patera were
t>.0 r.«:vo of the Hon.
Ncrtoa. ;nstice. his mind
mad«> «p.
·»

"

££"5

ΐΓΐΐΛν^·.:οϋ
i'-W.co.
;v·

"

of her faithful

1 lor " (■>·'. t: a «ltd

■τ

'·'.

:

His rlTal

·..

savagely

·, -ui

_tut"·

"ot
iite iSr'ÎeÎM^.'^ ™·heeu

JiJ.f;;:;: ·."
iV

; !*

...

eo'v r.r.'Jj

i.

having

soWuere on jury duty.
r lut-e he seat two of his usw
Cue of them took the stand
a florid faced lady she was

v\-V

Γ.

wh> confessed amiably that she ha*,
been a dressmaker for
rears and was approaching ber thlrtieth birthday. "Ife
Mme.
vcr lienor," she testifled gllbl>.
Nellie sent the dress, and

lw®ntJ"Jj.

—

We trot the money all right. I»ut, say,
guy that'll gl ve away a lady like that
is ai mean as dirt. Eu, Jim?"
"Well, that depends," rt·»«lied Jim,

"upon the motive."

Henry Clay an a Twine Splicer.
It has been said that Henry Clay
achieved success so easily that he
quite misunderstood others and overestimated himself. Rut he was eager
to learn the best way to do whatever
Iu "The True Henry
lie had to do.
Clay" the i.uthor gives an instance of
tills:
At fourteen Henry became clerk in
a store i:i Richmond, whither the family had removed. Stories are told of
his willingness to do his duty, although the work was distasteful to

him.
Once he was reproved by the storekeeper for wasting too much twine.
Thereafter he saved every scrap lie
could get and tied the pieces together.
Again it was explained that using this
sort of twine might be offensive to the
customers, 11s it made the packag
look untidy by reason of too many
knots. So he consulted with a sailor
at Richmond, who showed him how to
splice strings with a smooth Joint.
From that time he spent his leisure
hours m-.'king short pieces of twine of
the same size* into a continuous cord.
When his employer discovered this he
was so much pleased that he had all
twine saved and turned the task of
splicing it over to young Henry, with
the result t!:at the young man's enthi'
siasm

rapidly abated.

Heroin··· Krnurilcil,
Years ago a vessel was wrecked off
the northwest coast of Ireland. Crowds
gathered on the bench to witness the
scene. A few brave men came forward
it back, saying lt didu
tne and put out to the sinking vessel. As
it. but the
ii-vo nothing to do with it
as did has assured they came back to the shore with their
house
our
la
laCy
burden of human lives the watchers
that it fitted to perfection.
should be cried: "Have you got them all? Are
Miss

she^sent

t|

me*

bl[t

^

^Langham

Nellie says

"ïSupïulm felt™η«1 «Ρ»»£
"You see, he
the wrong
Juil"c Newton waved him aside.
"The Issue In this case Is simple. Does
«Γ»Mira fit? That is all. I would

explain

matters.

eed'to say.

"they've got

Uk> to ask Miss Langh*m a
βι· two. Take the stand, mise.
Miss Langham did
"What Is your name?"

question

so.^

"Hilzabeth Langham."
"Where do you live?"
••No — Sixth avenue."

pi»*

"Yes," was the an"all but one. If we had stayed
for liim all would have been lost." Instantly a stalwart fellow step|>ed out
from the crowd and called for volunteers. The mother begged the young
man not to go. saying: "Your father
was lost at sea; your brother William
sailed away, and we have never heard
from him. If you go my all will be
lost." Embracing her. lie said. "I must
they all saved?"
swer,

short time lie was seen re"Have you got your man?"
cried the watchers. "Yes." was the reply. "and tell mother It Is brother William."

go." In
turning.

cham^

«'You city retire to my prlvate
be- and don the dress. The plaintiff·
experts will accompany you.
Miss Lnu?ham commenced to weep.
-Η ,oo

Jodi. Newton," rte

""Do «Tl »ay." be re»|<onded

testily.

"The court will Judge for Itse
Five minutes later Miss
re-entered the courtroom clad In the
Mme. Nell'e
gowu under dispute.
beamed with satisfaction as she

^gbam

expert

You can see
addressed the court.
for yourself, judge, yer honor. It fits
without a wrinkle."
-1 should call that an amailngly
Kood tit." said Judge Newton frown
by the way of judic al conIt
"and mightily becoming.

padding

e£l«u.

a

Orlvrlnnl Lover·' Leap.
Sappho's Leap was the name given
to a white cliff or promontory ancientDucato,
ly called I.eueadla. now Cape
at the southern extremity of Sauta
It
Maura, one of the Ionian islands.
the
was so called because Sappho,
have thrown
poetess, is reported to
sea.
herself from this height Into the
him
A criminal, with birds attached to
the
to break his fall, was thrown from
cliff at the anuuai festival of Apollo,
he
and If he reached the water unhurt
there
was picked up by boats placed
for that purpbse. This is the ro;-k from
which, according to the story, lovers
themselves In order to be free
The

LongbftUl. -bor- throw
from the pangs of love.
Judgiueut «or Mme. NeiUe for the full amount."
Tkrce THIiikn DewtreU.
Once more Jim rose fromMs chair
As a result of observation and reflec"Won't you penult me to
tion during a long life touching public
words' There has been a mistake.
I
men and measures in wide variety
"There has not. Mr. CarrutheM, unfor my country three
desire
would·*
less It be your own In endeavoring to
things above all others to supplement
American civilization: From Great
80 palpably 1« favor ol'
Britain, her administration of criminal
Ou the way back to tbt o.
ffom Germany, her theater,
Justice;
consoled his client. He promised to
or every European councourt and from any
the
to
case
the
highest
appeal
try save Russia, Spain and Turkey, its
Andrew D.
of cities.
his heart he knew that the case of government
White in Century.
Nellie versus Mies Elizabeth

••Tbot'e oIL

««>*?*

drteiaV<Lelowblebtbeev.aeu«l.
sl,J^
'"in

—

Mme.

)
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1»:·. Jjliii I)t'.i;lia:n knew what lie did
I
lie; cjuid also instantly recognize what lit' di:l want when lie saw
it. 't liec trail.; had been of use to him
l.

in

working IiIm way through college,
tli.a«iili médical «chojl after that and
into

a

nourishing practice

years old.
In love

as

in business

now

two

it was the

only the pi:·!- lie had thus
were undoubtedly the ones he

same,

far

met

did

Dr. John's black gray eyes
were ahviiy.; on the silent quest of an
not

want.

unknown g,:I the thought of whom he
linked with the thought of roses. She
did not appear. He was thirty-two and

beginning to think he had missed her
and was deciding to devote his spare
time entirely to rose culture when the

with a large florist's box. and during
hia call be hail learned that she was
leaving the next day for bome. When
be reached his office he looked up the
northbound trains.
Next niorniui, at 7:55 be walked up
to tbe station.
Just nround the corner
on tbe platform be saw Hose Carroll
smiling at Mayue, who carried her
suit case and a great bunch of pink
Before they saw bim he
carnations.
stepped back Into tbe waiting room,
bought a tkket to tbe next town nortb
ami kept out of sight until the train
He swung 011 the rear plattame in.
form. while Mayue, triumphant in his
momentof favor,put the lady into a scat
and bestowed her luggage about her.
As the train pulled out iMiuham looked from bis window in the smoker and
beheld the Idiotically adoring face of
Mayne, who was waving bis farewell.
When he had smoked a long black
cigar John Dunham sauntered into
the next cur.
About the middle of
the aisle he stopped suddenly at a
quick exclamation:
"Why, Mr. Dunham!"
He looked down and saw, with apparent surprise, Hose Carroll, blushing i'ud smiling. He removed bis bat,
but made no effort to take the seat
which she bad cleared for him beside
her.
".Miss Carroll! So this Is your train
—how pleasant! Lovely day, isn't it?"
"Won't you sit down?" she asked,
a little timidly. And he did and went

longer expected happened.
In September he went, with a colleague, Frederick Mayne, M. D., to a
medical convention in St. Louis. Seated at the formal banquet, he looked
up, just across the table, at her! And on talking so carelessly and yet so
then he seemed to have always known
meaningly, so brightly and still so
that she wu ; small and blond, with
seriously, that it seemed to her but
the sweet delicacy of a pink tea rose, u moment or two before he looked
like
a
flower from the window and stood
that her head was poised
up. Drawand that breeding aim courage showed
ing a slender parcel from his pocket,
in every feature and gesture.
he unwrapped u single, long stemmed
Instantly the thought of her as bis pink rose.
mounted to his head like wine, and his
"1 must get off here In order to get
look met hers with an intensity that back
to an important case with your
coolturned
He
made her,eyes droop.
I only got on to tell you
father.
a
in
said
ly to Mayne beside him and
Didn't want to interfere
goodby.
low tone:
1 can't
with Mayue at the station.
"I.ojk carefully at this ring on my
compete with this floral generosity,"
linger, and don't glare up. I want to and be laid the rose in her lap, "but
ask a question. Who is she?''
this is to remind you that some day
Strangely enough, Mayne knew who I shall bring you that red rose." He
"she" was.
was gone, without touching her hand
"Dean Carroll's daughter, Itose," he in fan well. She sat
gasping—pleased,
replied. Then as they both looked up astonished, half angry, but completely
carelessly he continued, "I may as well interested.
She looked at the piuk
tell you that 1 shall try to get her." rose. Then she tossed the carnations
Choking back a senseless auger, trying from the window and wondered how
to realize that Mayne had as goad a in the worid John Dunham had manright to want her as he, Dunham an- aged to obtalu her promise to answer
swered quietly:
his letters.
"And I may as well tell you that you
Thereafter Dunham wrote her—not
have me to work against. I shall do
regularly, but when tbe fancy seemed
my best."
to seize liiin—whimsical, vigorous, joyAt the reception following John Dun- ful. masculine letters, wholesomely
ham accosted his old prt»fe:.«or, 1 >eay free from all loveiuaklug.
She anCarroll, shook hands and asked:
swered. and sometimes when he was
me
to
introduce
your
"Doctor, please
very busy he called her up on the
daughter."
long distance phone in lieu of a let"Certainly, my ,boy—with pleasure. ter. Meantime Mayue had sent bushBut"—and the old man laughed—'"i els of flowers, had written ponderouswarn you!"
ly sentimental epistles and heaved
"it's everlastingly too late,*doctor.
many ponderous sighs. Twice he had
All I ask of you is not to tell her I gone to, see his divinity, and on his
to
her
and—iut
meet
wanted to
praise last call her lack of interest in bis
The serious eyes of the elaborate mention of Dunham raised
me to her."
man's
old
young man checked the
suspicion in his slow but relentlessly
smile.
logical mind. On his return be saun"Γροη my soul! I believe you're lu tered into Dunham's oflice.
earnest!"
"Morning, old man."
"1 warn you that I aui." Dean Car"Morning, Mayne. Enjoy your visroll looked Dr. John Dunham over it?" How the deuce did Dunham know
he
Then
foot.
to
head
from
carefully
he'd been away? Mayne hazarded a
lie!d out his hands.
innwu
said
he
slowly.
wish
luck,"
"I
you
"Vos, called on Miss Carroll. Write
"You're as open now as you were «lur- to
her, don't your Taken off guard,
colat
ing the four years I knew you
Dunham admitted the soft impeachlege and in your success since. Your ment and was
Instantly sorry. Mayne
ta<-tlcs are worthy of a general and
with unctuous amusement.
But
Come
pernaps
along.
victory.
1 bought you were too astute, for
you'd like me first to suggest to her that. lîct she's got you going—has
character?"
u
dangerous
tlmt you're
mi·: Swinging you for all she's worth!
John laughed contentedly.
Great girl—no end
Praetlcetl hand!
"Better that thau encomiums."
Knows how to do It, Miss
popular.
Kose Carroll met her father's old pu- Carroll."
Dunham's anger rose, but
he
pil none the less graciously because
lie answered carelessly:
was tall and strong and because the
"Look to yourself, Mayne. Guess I
heavy, dark hair framing his handsome can take care of Johnny." But after
face was touched with gray. In fact,
Mayne went the tide of his auger
he was so interesting that she met him surged toward Hose Carroll.
When
with au armor of protective resistance he could stand It 110
longer he went
was
She
her
gniolousness.
beneath
to the phone, closing the door of the
used to easy victories over her admir- Inner o.'llce, and called
up St. Louis
was
she
ers, but not anxious, though
and Mlis Carroll. After an hour's deon the alert, for her own Waterloo.
lay he got her and went straight to
There was time enough for that.
the point·.
J ill η began weil. While deferential,
"That you. Miss Carroll? Know who
he was not adoring; while entirely ap- this is; Yes!
Lovely spring day! I
not Insistent in his
was
he
preciative.
want to ask you something. Forgive
he
which
her
of
society,
enjoyment
my liluntness, but I must know. Miss
accepted with a sort of seemingly tran- Carroll, in your letters aud all have I
that
piipied
sient spirit of camaraderie
you meant everything or have you
lier a little. Several times during the been
playing with me?" Λ long pause,
near
back
evening lie drifted careless!^
while he listened intently.
her and watched with amusement
'->o, I did not think so—I simply askMayne's breakneck endeavor to make ed. I have not the time nor the temrather
use of his time to impress his
per to play. You will forgive me for
ponderous personality upon the girl. asking you? So, I can't tell you what
next
call
to
Dunham asked permission
made me think of such a thing. Yes,
day.
some day I will.
Certainly I believe
enterIle did call aud was carelessly
I? May I come
What?
ou.
May
J
taining. He let himself go, showing this week? Of course I want to! Hut
his real self, speaking of his youthful
I can't reach you till Saturday evenadveutures In the west, of his roses at
ing aud will have to start back Sunday
an
of
sort
a
impresand
leaving
home
It s a long way, and conneclife morning.
sion that he was a man Into whose
tions are bad. All right-goodby—till
and
that
little
they
women had entered
relaxa- Saturday!"
were to" him a sort of pleasant
At 4 in the afteruoou of Jane 1 John
tion from workaday cares.
Dunham stepped from his train at St.
unRose found herself putting forth
to a hotel to gi t rid
who Louis and went
usual efforts to please tills man,
his travel stains and appease his
in the of
was not, as ethers, apparently
He hunger.
least subjugated by her charms.
About 7 lie emerged faultlessly atto
arose
he
as
but
did not stay long,
visited a florist η ml took a cab to
tired,
slender
pargo he unwrapped a long,
Dean Carroll's stately old home.
the
cel he had been holding, crushed
Hose came to him in the dim candletissue paper Id his fingers and put
light of the library, a vision In shimhand.
her
into
rose
vdftte
one perfect
mering gray. lie had Intended meetHe laughed down into her eyes.
ing her In his usual easy way, but the
red
a
one,
to
"I wanted
give you
clamor of his heart aud the wine of a
tone
his
of
only"— The significance
certain proud yielding In the glance of
and his hesitation made her rise to bis
her blue eyes swept him into speechthrow.
lessness. lie stood long looking at lier,
"Only you didn't dare!" she finished her hand still in his. Then he dropped
for him.
the small hand back at her side ami
"Oh. I dared." he replied coolly,
strode out into the hall.
"but I thought I wouldn't—yet! The
In a moment he came back and claspAnd
best for the last, you know!"
ed her warm little lingers about the
whether
decide
he left her trying to
red rose.
Aa stem of a glowing
he meant anything or nothing.
"The red rose," he said simply—"the
he went out he met Mayne entering
qtiestime for It Is now. Isn't
tloned quietly, stepping back with Ills
arms straight at his side to look at her.
no

laughed

lt?"^be

Spring Medicine
when
There is

no

other

good

season

medicine is so much needed

m

in th·

Spring.

The blood 1· Impure, weak and

impoverished—a condition indioated

by pimples and other ernption· on th·
face aud body, by deficient vitality,
loss of appetite, lack of strength, and

want of animation.

Hood's SarsaparlUa
and Pills

Hake the blood pure, rigorous and

rich,

create

appetite, give vitality,

strength and animation, and

cure

eruptions. Have the whole family
begin to take them today.
u
Hood's Sarsaparllla baa been used la
with
ear family tor some time, and always
rood results. Lest spring I was all ran
down and got a bottle of It, and as nsusl
Miss Bio lam
received great benefit"
V
-Boxes, Stowe, Vt
Hood'· Sareaparilla promis·· t·
wre «né keep· th· prnnls·.
all

"Isn't It time, dear?" he Insisted.
"Yes." she murmured. "i"_ And as
she did not finish, with a sudden longing he held out both Ills hands to her.
With the
"Will you come. Hose?"
of a small queen. Hose Carroll
laid her two hands in his.

pride

A Northern Vrilr».
The old city of Ghent. Belgium, Is
built on twenty-six islands, which are
connected with one another by'eighty
bridges. Three hundred streets and
In
thirty public squares are contained
these Islands. Ghent Is famous because

Charles V. and John of Gaunt were
born there. It has been the scene of
and remany treaties, Insurrections
volts, and It was there the treaty was
made terminating the war of 1812 between this country and England.
Hl«

Queer QaeatloB.

The Reckless
Hour
By IZOLA FORRESTER
Copyright, 19W. by I/ola For re-1er
When «he came out of the theater

u 11 of the carriages hail renr except
Some one et<xxi berido ii wiltoi/e.

ing.

She «food for a montent i" 'he lol»l>y
entrance mal fasten. .1 tin diamond
clasp on the chliïon and lure stole
around her throat. The pin !i:.l been
eafe enough. She had volunteered going l.aek to the boxes f<»r it. and hail
found it sticking in the velvet arm of

Aunt Victoria's chair, just where she
had left It.
"Did you think that I was never
coming" she asked as In* reached
The
figure turned
the
carriage.
quickly at the sound of her voice. ιι>I
she found herself looking into Thornton's eyes. She caught her Wreath am'
stopped abruptly, startled ami licsi
tating. afraid to let him gue-s the great
flood of gladness that swept over her
When one believes
at sight of him.
a person to lie in Manchuria it H s » »iewhat bewildering to meet that person
alone on Broadway at 11 p. in.
He did uot speak, merely opened the

door for her.
"There Is some mistake." sin· punned.
"Of course there is a mistake. There
always is when I come in for anything
good. The fact remains that the rest
have gone and that 1 was told to wait

for you."
"Who told you to wait?"
lie took her by the elbow ami helped
her imperatively into the carriag".
"I was with Mrs. Culverton. Site was
in the third box. and I was late. Then
Cully came along and took lier home
himself. I believe your aunt told him

to wait for you, but he wanted to go
You
so 1 took his place.
don't believe me?"
"Oh, yes, I do. At least I believe
part of it. You always twist the truth
and the fairy tale together so perfectly
one «-η »»n!y guess at which is«vhich.
I believe*!».! Mr. Culverton was asked

dirccliy home,

to -vit for me."
Thornton ignored the discrimination.
He was gr/ing intently at the pale
young face. It must be true all he had
heard at the «dub. She did not look
happy. It was Vic Wilmington's affair,
the digging up of Estevau. She always
had some two-for-a-penny title tagging
after her. It was only three weeks off
now. The thought brought with it a
tlash of recklessness. They would have
her for a lifetime. Tonight for one
short haif hour she was his. lie leaned

to.vrir.l lier suddenly.
"Gladys, are you sorry

to see me?"
"Don't." Her eyes met his in half déliant entreaty. "It isn't fair."
"Fair to whom?"
"To him."
Thornton's Jaws squared aggressive-

ly-

"He hasn't anything to say about It
yet. You needn't be frightened. The
wolf won't cat you. Won't they even
In
i»:i I·
<r!.ul or sorrv?"
"Don't; piease, please don't."
"Say vnii ar«· glad to see me."
'Tin not glad to see you. V<»u wont
away of your owu free will. I wish

yon had stay, d."
•Tntil it was over?"
"No, forever!" she retorted passion
ately. "I never warned to nee you

again."

lit* smiled. It was Gladys' way to
make one l ist liual charge wheu she
knew :;he 1·:ΐ«! lost tin· day.
"You never wanted t*» see me agaiu,"
>i:ig to
he repeated, "ÎKvause you arc
marry a i:ina for whom you dc..i't care
a snap of yoar linger, and you did love

me."
"1 did not." She faced him with
pro"d. hurt eye ·, and flushed cheeks.
Ile laughed with a riotou.* .-eu :c of
h: ; iiicss lu her ptlu. if In· still had
the p.r.ver to hurt her then· was hope.
It wa< the reckless hour.
"You did, nvcetheart, and you do
know
now. and you always will. You
mom. it
you will. Man<huria or the
won't make any difference, not if you
marry a hundred timee, not if it's years

before we meet. I can always come
back like this and look in y »·:r eves
like thi:> mid see love in them like
thi.··."
She met his steady gaze, defiantly
at first, then in open confession, as
he said, and before lie knew it she
had covered lier face with her hands
lie felt suddenly
an I was crying,

helpless and ashamed.
"Gladys, don't do that.

I'm a brute,
dear. I'm sorry. 1 won't say an it lier
word. I'm g'»ing hack this week. St >p.
dear. Gladys"—
He deliberately drew lier hands away
It was a d-ar face.
from her face.
Ile had carried its memory with him
around the world and it had brought
him back to the starting point. I le had
been poor—not decently, openly pom·,
but living on hope and blue sky and

terrapin.

There

was

vice and the admonitions.

The Better

Way

The tissues of the throat are
inflamed and irritated; you
cough, and there is more irritation—more coughing. You take,
a

cough

mixture and it

eases

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

tl' it bad shown him his course for her
sake. Tbey bad been on the train with
η party bound for the Wb.'tnev place at
Rosetuead. There had been au accident In the tunnel to the train ahead,
and the one they were 011 crashed Into
In the darkness there
tin* rear cars.
had come the sudden Jolt and Jar of
giinding brakes. Some people came In
a headlong rush from the front cars,
and a woman's scream rang out sbWIly
He had Just stopped beabove all.
side Gladys' seat to speak with her.
aud sill· was laughing up at him when
the collision calm·. It was over in au
All In· knew was tin· vivid
Instant.
sense Of her arms clinging ar .m.d Lis
nick as la· caught her up out of the
seat and their lips had met for the
tirst time with death three car lengths

away.
He had left Itoeeinead that night.
He thought
It was all he con Id do.
If uot, there
•he would understand.
was no «langer but Mrs. Wilmington
woii.'d euiitriiten her.
Tin· Maiichurlu business had been an
opening held out by the old Darby
Thornton for some time. It was a
chance to make good by going out there
and clearing up the old boy's mercantile interests before the war broke out
He had stuck to It and made good, and
tli<· reward had come most unexpectedly when said old boy had taken a no-

tion to die comfortably and opportunely and leave his accumulated pose·*«ions to the prodigal in the far laud.
There had been no thought during die
year of work but of Gladys. He had
left on the iirst boat for home to claim
the promise of the tunnel kiss and had
found instead Kstevan. a warranted
imported antique, tail, suave and
slightly gray, with an eye out for

ready money.
The thought of It all made him desperate tonight. He put her from him
weeks she
in r»·;,
almost roughly,

would be the Countess M K'van, chatelaine of some dinky little old castely
lated ruin in Austria. He was s
that he had tried to see her, s >rry lie
had come back, sorry lie had made
1 ?
n.
Culverton change pine* wf?!>
"Volι had better stop cryii :·;.·· |... said.
"We'll be there lu a feu* niiuut. s. Us·

tevau iiiigiM not like I;."
She smiled lack at him, her eyes
bright villi tears.
"Soy.>:i try t » frighten the bad Utile
girl into g))'l Iw'hriviorV Well, she
do··-n't scare worth a cent. Darby.
Vour Imgy man Is such a fragii.·. proper. truie paper bogy man that the
bad little girl has decided he isn't

worth being afraid of."
"What do you nieanV"
y ou expect others
"( .in't you guess'/
at guessing. you know,
to lie so
yon expect t-> kiss a girl and υ > away
to .Manchuria—or was It the moon—
and then e»me back and Had love lu
her eyes. What was It? Like this';"
He felt
She was laughing at him.
aug:y a::. o!. liante.
you say that you never loved
mo·:"
it." lier eves met his wl'.li
"λ ·. ί <
"Of course
en lu;. «loi'i η ive candor.
I loved y·iu. Do you think I would
iv If I had not?
have ki
;.·> ! t'.ai
Aii.i you a.v right a' iiit the other too.
I I:::ll :tlw ν 1·»».· } oil."
half
lu· 11 m mvard I it· r with k«*"U.

shut eyes.
"Λι «1 yet in tin··!» weeks you will he
hi wife."
"No. I won't. Do you think I could—
after tonight ': 1 «hall break the engagement tonight. You have accomplished that at least. Now. take the
first boat haek to Manchuria."
lie smiled slowly and happily. She
had not heard yet of the accumulated

possessions.

"We've turned out of the park," he
said. "I don't want to go to the house
and face a crowd. Gladys, look at me.
No, straight in the eyes, please! Try to
«·
all the way
think quickly. I've <
you. I've aluround the world to
that. I
ways wanted you, you know
was afraid before, and 1 ran away like
a coward anil didn't even give you the
chance to refuse me. Will you refuse
now':"
"As if it made any difference':" Her
someeyes were clear and true and
what indignant, "if I have enough
Victoria
money to satisfy even Aunt
and her little count, isn't there enough
for you": If you go hack there"—
"What?"
"I «hull give away all the money and
me

after you':"
'"t'oine, now!"
Her lips were half parted, her eyee
wistful and troubled.
"It will 1κ» easy to come ba» k and
break the engagement then. Υ·>ί will
only have to present your husband."
"if I dared"—
He tapped on the glass slide and
and they
gave an order to the driver,
turned back down the avenue just as
come

the bells were chiming midnight.

It end r Fur an Cuirrgrucr.
The long haired woman from New
Jersey came to town to il.» a year's
shopping one »lav last week. Her city
Uiece guided her through the departEverywhere Aunt Jane
ment stores.

declined to use the elevator.
"I want to walk upstairs," she said.
"I want to know where the stairs are

every floor."
Tin· niece, whose going-upstairs muscles have been atrophied by living in
a Hat, followed Aunt Jane's determined
feet as best she couid.
"Hut why won't you use the elevator':" she panted as they arrived at
on

the liftIi tloor.
"Because I've g>t horse sense." said
Aunt Jane. "There are "i.uoo women
in this store this very minute. All but
nineteen of thcin ride in the elevators.
Not fifty of them oven know where the
You didn't yourself *i!· I
stairs are.
prowled round and found them. I'm
prepared for an emergency. If a tire
breaks out in any of these stores all
the women will rash to the elevators.
Only you and I and nineteen other
women will run downstairs and get out
alive. I don't "list nijvelf i:i any store

and it cures the cold. Thai's where I can't ale the s*.iirs."~New
what is necessary. It soothes the York PreM.
Diplomacy.
throat because it reduces the
Mamma—I hupe Willie didn't tell a
because
cold
the
cures
irritation ;
fib when you found he had been at the
it drives out the inflammation ; Jam. Aunt Jane Not at all! When I
builds up the weakened tissues discovered that somebody had I ·-en at
•.id. "1
an I
the Jam lie looked at Ki
because it nourishes them back
didn't know, auntie. t!'.;.t d>_; 1 iked
to their natural strength. That's Jam."—Boston Transcript.
how Scott's Emulsion deals with

cough,

could or not, but asked me If I took
blm for a fool.

the

irritation—for awhile. You take

an aggravating habit
Wlckwlre has of answering a question
by asking another! Yabsley-I never ■a sore throat, a
noticed It. Mudge—Now, for Instance,
or bronchitis.
last night I asked him if he would lend
He didn't say whether he
me $10.
Wc'LL SEND

Mudge—What

Darby

another

Thornton who bestowed spasmodically
unexpected and Irregular checks on an
undeserving grandson, also advice and
admonitions. The weight of gratitude
Darby had
had become too trying.
never been able to even up the balance
between the acceptance of the checks
and the following out of the g χ id ad-

He liïc! thought Mi.it «Ji-i-iyx Iim.1
known he war next of k!» to Job's
turkey. Everybody else r!i<! rie did
In « way It rendered hltn
not mind.
ηnrmlose xvlfli undesirable parties so
fir ns matrimonial Intentions were
«weerord. Rut Gladys whs desfrnhle.
h"«i known that she love.! him.
He had left the day after the accident.
It had heeu her frank Ικ-lrnyal then

A
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a

cold,

YOU
FREE.
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A l.lnKiilat.
"What has he learned at college?"
"Why. l.e seems to have devoted himself to the study of modern languages.
I've her.r l him trlk baseball, football,
tenuis, Uerie. polo mi.I poker in

golf.
the course of half

an

hour."
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Beth·!.
The proprietor· of the Parker House,
Mrs. Daniel Murch and Mrs. Vern Allen are ill, Mrs. Ο. E. Waite Is poorly Bo·ton, are to take possession of Prospect Inn and Bethel is to be congratulatTHE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL and many others are ailing.
ed upon the opening of the hotel again.
Mae Chaffin is visiting at Norway.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Mr. Samuel Frost has gone to the
Mrs. Merritt Parsons is visiting friende
Soldiers' Home in Togus to spend the
in Nashua.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Paria HUI.

FORBES,

Preprlaters.

¥Λγ*Λ ttai<tl->t Church, Rev. Κ. Ο. Την lor, pastor
I'roachtng every Sunilay At 10 V> A. M. Sunday
<choo) at '2 M. Sabbath Evening Service at
ίϋ If. M. V P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
Thursdav evening at « 30· CoveTkkms —♦1.50 a Tear If pahl strictly Id advance. Piayer Meeting
:ruit
M.tiScu the last Friday before the lu
Otherwise #3.00 a year. Single copte» 4 cents.
Sunday of the month at 230 p. X. All not
AuriurrMKMKirr·:—All legal advertisements othe-wlxc connected are cordially Invited.
'«. nlversai'.ii Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor.
are «Wen three connective insertions (or $1.50
M.
per Inch Id length of column. Special contracta Preaching service everv Sunday at 10:49 Λ.
ma·le with local, transient and yearly advertis- * indav school at U :13 ▲. M.
er·.
Contractor Charies H. Adams of NorJo» Pmurriso
Sew type, fast presses, steam
way has resumed work on Mise May's
power, experience*) workmen ami low prices
The house was framed and
combine to make thin department of our busi- new house.
née» complete an<l popular.
boarded last fall and the work of completing it !ias now begun. Miss May has
arrived from Boston to supervise the
NEW ADVKKT1SKMKNTS.
work.
11. L. Scribner bus several carpenters
Farming Tools.
Se para t Skirts.
making extensive alterations and imStylish Young Men
provements upon his residence.
Cau You liet Atony Without a Jersey:'
Merle S. Goding of Alraeda, California,
Prices of Ice.
Notice.
a Hebron Academy student, is the guest
Auction.
if Wm. E. Atwood.
Egg·· for Hatching.
On Monday evening, March 27, the
Notice.
Two Notices of Appointment.
Baptist Sunday School met in Cummings
Petition for Miscontinuance of Koa<l.
(lull ami gave a Penny March and JapaKeel Wash Roller In County.
The hall was made very atnese tea.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
tractive with tables of plants, Japanese
Bankruptcy Notice
Keailv-to wear Hats.
pictures, and a very daintily spread tea
Parker's Hair Balsam.
table. A fine programme was prepared
by Mrs. Taylor, also a very interesting
Here and There.
talk was given by her on Missions in
Alaska. After the exercises, both young
The American Board of Commissioners and old joined in the Penny march, the
for Foreign Missions will take two weeks smallest child leading. Tbe little boxes
to decide whether it will accept Mr. were opened as they marched and the
Rockefeller's $100,000 gift. In all proba- pennies dropped into a Japanese basket.
bility it will be accepted at the end of $10.70 was received. $8.00 was sent to
the two weeks, but meanwhile the con- Wood Island school in Alaska. A very
four
young
Is Mr. Rockefeller at dainty lunch served by
test will rage.
least presumptively innocent, or does he ladies was much enjoyed by all. Much
the
for
is
Mrs.
due
the
credit
of
the
Taylor
giving
in
stand convicted
judgment
people of obtaining his great wealth by Sunday School so pleasant an evening.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Maxim, who have
illegal or morally unjustifiable means'.' Is
his money "tainted"? Does the end spent the winter in Florida, expect to
week, and will arrive
justify the means'.' Will "tainted" money start for home this
do just as much good as that which is home about the 15th.
There is an unclaimed letter at the
clean? Should "tainted" money be acSullivan.
cepted for benevolent and Christian post office for Mrs. J. £.
recent number of the Cambridge
A
the
work? These are a few of
questions
which enter into the discussion, and the (Mass.) Chronicle gives a very compliconcert given at
agitation of them is not likely to do any mentary report of athat
city by Miss
serious harm unless it gets so heated N'ewtowne Hall in
that the Christian people engaged iu it Eleanore S. Hayden, who is a frequent
visitor at Paris Hill. Miss Hayden was
lose their temper.
assisted by the Hayden Mandolin Club,
of which she is director, a reader, and
In Massachusetts, where the legisla- vocal, violin and
whistling soloists. Of
ture meets annually, they are considerMiss Haydon's numbers the Chronicle
ing the possibility of adjourning by the says: "Miss Hayden herself gave two
first of June. With a twelve weeks' ses- numbers on the mandolin, and her massion once in two years, Maine is better
tery and skill in producing real music
off.
was such that she made ner audience
feel that they were listening to the
Immigration into the United States mandolin for the tirsttime. The beautifor the month of February beats the ful dowers showered on her testified to
record, and the March figures will foot the place she holds in the hearts of both
friends."
up still larger. And somehow our feel- pupils and
April meeting of the directors of Paris
ing with regard to the fact is not one of
Time
was, even Hill Library Association will be held
unmixed pleasure.
within a generation, when we gloried in with Miss F. A. Hammond Wednesday,
America as an asylum for the oppressed April 5, at 3 p. m.
Anksta Eastman, Clerk.
and downtrodden; but the glory seems
The Ladies' Universalist Sewing Cirto have faded.
will
meet with Mrs. O. A. Thayer on
cle
afternoon at half past two.
Thursday
as
Sir iliram Maxim is quoted
saying
Loren B. Merrill is visiting in Bangor.
be
should
that if a goose can tly a mar
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson and Miss Mary
able to. Yes, and if a fish can live Hubbard, who have been in Boston for
under water, and a dog can ollow a fox the
past three months or more, returned
by the scent, and a ground h< g can sleep Saturday.
They will remain at the
all winter and come out fat it the spring, Hubbard nouse two weeks before
going
a man ought to be able to dj the same
to their home.
things.
an
athletic
All interested in forming
club aud gymnasium are requested to
John's Letter.
meet at Ernest F. Shaw's this Monday
Brother T. is a dear lover of pickled evening at 7::î0.
On Friday afternoon, April 7, at 2:30
tripe, and he lias a way of fitting it to
please his paiate peculiarly his own. We o'clock, the Ladies Aul of the Baptist
will meet in Cummings Hall.
presume it is no secret process, and so society
All come.
He takes a Sewing will be furnished.
we give it to the public.
slab of tripe, wraps around it a strip of At ϋ:·>0 a «upper will be served, to which
muslin, and pufs it through the clothes all are invited to contribute. A miswringer. We never manipulated tripe in cellaneous entertainment will be given
that manner, and cannot speak of the in the evening. Admission 10 cents.
U. E. Hammond, Esq., returned from
efficacy of the process. If he reports a
success we may put our wringer to an- his trip to Boston last week.
Whiever saw the snow go ami the
other use, squeezing the pickle from
mud dry up quicker than this year?
tripe.
Anything relating to Lincoln is ol 1'he past week of nice weather has adIn readiug the life of William vanced things wonderfully.
interest.
Our respected townsman,
George
Cullen Bryant, I tind that while crossing
Clark, having taken unto himself a wife,
the prairies to his brother's
whom he was going to visit, he en is receiving the congratulations of his
countered a company of volunteers win many friends, it is hoped that Mr. and
Mrs. Clark will decide to make their
were moving south to take a part iu
what is coirmonly known as the Black home in this village.
Hawk war. They were led by a tall,
Lovell.
awkward, uncouth lad, whose appearance
Alice M. Allen of Cornish is visiting at
particularly attracted Mr. Bryant's attention, and whose conversation delight- C. K. Chapman's.
The logs are being driven on Kezai
ed him by its breeziness and originality.
He learned many years afterward, bv Hiver.
Mrs. Lois McDaniels, widow of Dean
one who belonged to the troop, that this
The
captain of theirs was named Abraham McPanieis, died the 27th inst.
Lincoln. Mr. Bryant little dreamed a> funer il was from her late home Wedneshe scanned the ungainly stripling any day, attended by Kev. C. H. Shank.
A number of lots of apples have been
listened to his "unweeded jokes," that
some thirty years later it would become packed and shipped recently, but the
his duty to present him to a New York price is very low.
Mrs. J. H. Walker and daughter Nelaudience, and his privilege to hear from
those lips "the decisive word of the con- lie have returned from a visit to Porttest" which was to result in making this land.
captain of volunteers for eight conBrownfield.
secutive years president of the republic,
Prof. Walter, who assisted Rev. Mr.
the centra] figure of oue of the most
momentous wars that Las ever yet been iloyt in a series of meetings some two
waged among men, and the siguer of the weeks ago. has returned to this village
Fryeburg. He
proclamation that delivered over six mil- after speuding a week in
is now giving lessons in vocal music in
lions of people from slavery.
The voice of the crow is heard in the Bean's Hall.
The snow is leaving very fast. Sledland. We welcome the sound thereof
about this time of the year. We can ding nearly gone.
There has been but a little maple
it about cornworry along without
syrup brought into the village yet.
sprouting time.
Rev. Mr. dough's sister, Mrs. WalA few tramp robins appeared a week
dron ,is spending a few weeks with him.
ago, on their way to Paris.
Dr. Wentworth, who has been feeble
Gentlemen's day at Turner Grange
is improving. He
April 1st. Fred was up to get us to help for quite a long time,
beat the women.
Beatiui; the women is aow boarding at Mr. Ε. B. Bean's.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Bradeen have a
means taking your hands out of your
pockets and getting a move on. It isn't young daughter.
After a long and painful sickness Mr.
always a picnic.
Could you read aloud without a Paris Rove passed away this week,
He leaves a wife, two sons,
tremor some of the incidents in the Monday.
Brockton horror? A vision comes up be- three sisters, three brothers, to mourn
fore me now of a young woman turning, his loss.
just before the leap for life and safety,
Fryeburg.
to look for the last time on the face of
him who had saved her—himself he
James E. Webster, baker,
Lowell,
could not save. He smiled and waved Mass., has gone into bankruptcy. He
his hand. The smile and the waving owes $1070.00, with assets nominally
hand will follow lier through life, a bene- amounting to $125.
Heroes were
diction and a blessing.
East Brownfield.
There was one
born and died there.
who stood in safety, but the voices callMrs. E. A. G. Stickney and daughter
ed him back to certain d^ath. If his Isabel have returned from Boston.
aoul was as spotted as the soul of
Mrs. Frauk Marston and children are
Jim Bludso, "whose ghost went up on at Mr. Eben Rounds'.
the smoke of the Pairie Belle," we ac
Mrs. Fred Bradbury visited friends in
cept as true the unpolished line of the Fryeburg last Thursday.
Several students of Fryeburg Academy
poet:
short vacation at home
are speuding a
"And Cb Ut ain't κυΐη' tu be too bar I
On a man who <tlc<I for men."
here.
John.
tilOMI M. ATWOOD.

A. S. rOMM.

··

plantation"

No wry.

The County Tax.
Mr. and Mrs. Saunders, who were very
The county commissioners met last ill, are much better now.
assessed
the
and
tax
county
Tuesday
Will Warren is suffering with boils on
for 190Ô.

The rate is

1 86-100 mills on

his neck. Dr. White is in attendance.
Fred Taylor's little son is very sick.
Stephen Goudet has moved his family
from the farm into the "mill house" at
Valuation.
Tax.
Newry Corner, and will work in the
· 138,976 • 260.33 mill.
413.46
232.308
Sam Frost has gone to Togus for the
872,5ί*)
I,«23.00

the valuation fixed by the state assessors,
and the valuation and tax of the several
towns are as

Albany,
Ândover

Bethel,
BrownSeM
BuckUeUt

follows:

306,492

41-2.939
91,596

Byron

309,737

Canton

304 831

DtHMlk,
«Head
l, ration

357,228
808,309
130,903
62,302

Hanover
Hartfortl

81,446
263,241

Dix He M.

Fryeburg

6reenwood,
Hebron,
Hiram,
Lovell,
Mason,
Mexico,
Newry,
Norway

Oxford,

Farte
Peru
Porter
Box bury

Kumford,

S.onehaœ

Stow.
Suuiner,

Sweden
I'utoo
Waterfonl

Woodalock.

170.908

228 186

361,339
3S».160

43 925
477 172
130 177

1.265,286

472 569
3^72. tue
239,199

239,736
67,330
3.027.570
106,048
126.653
256,493
175^87
107.162
305.086

Milton Plantation
Public lamia,Uuiber anil graaa,

263.774

61.437
68,380

568.22
749.46
m 36
57βη
367 00
064.54
I.VjCI.SJ
•243 48
115.S8
317.55
151.»
459.63

out
653 50
743 44
81.70
887 54
342 13

2,353.43

878.98
8,552 84
444 91
445 92

summer.

Mrs. Nellie Thompson will start for
Montana next week where her husband
is working.
The ice has gone out of the river and
the drivers are busy starting the logs.
Mrs. W. F. Small is reported ill with
rheumatism.
Dennis Kilgore is able to sit up part
of the time.
The heavy rain of a week ago carried
off the snow wonderfully.
North Paris.

Johnny Curtis, who has been visiting
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. £.

Curtis, has returned home.

Mr. Ercest Mason and family have
NUI
5.6*1 2» moved on to the farm he recently pur196.39 chased.
285 57
A. D. Littlehale is through packing
477 W
324.64 apples and at home.
199 32
Mrs. A. D. Littlehale saw a large Hock
567 37
of wild geeee March 26.
472 02
114 27
128 98

816,177,450 830,091.11

Mr. Bessey was quite badly hurt at
Mann's mill a few days ago, but is now
able to be out.
Mrs- C. A. Abbott will be home this
week as her daughter is now on the

For State Senator.
Walter L. Gray of South Paris will be
a candidate for the Republican nomiua-1 gain.
Leroy Abbott was at home from Hetit·η for state senator for Oxford County I
in 1906. Mr. Gray is well known in the bron last week.
1
Arthur Abbott and wife were at his
county. He is a member of the law firm
of Wilson Λ Gray. In the present legis- father's last week, and bis wife remain·
lature he is representative from the aia- until this week.
Dea. Dunham is still very poorly.
trict composed of Paris, Buckfield and
Mrs. Seth Benson is not gaining as fast
Milton Plantation, and has done good
m
her friends had hoped.
service on the legal affairs committee.

Backfleld.

Horace Murch is having his lumber
placed for a new house. He prepared
the foundation last fall.
C. N. Taylor from Wellesley, Mass.,
who has contracted to bring water from
North Pond, is in town, presumably to
sell stock.
Sheriff Mclntire and Deputy WithlngWe hear
ton have been up the line.
they made a seizure at Rumford Falls.
I. W. Shaw and daughter Mildred have
returned from their visit to friends in
Boston.
We had an introduction to the brown
tail moth in the office of City Marshal
Auburn
Goes of Auburn last week.
pays 5 cents per nest, and Lewiston 2
cents.
W. A. Gerrish is quite ill.
Mrs. Thomas S. Bridgham is favorably
reported. She has been a very sick

summer.

Mr. T. J. Foster has been confined to
bis room for several days and bas been
dropsy for several
suffering from

months.

Mies Bessie Burns, who baa been caring for Miss Alice Billings for tbe last
three months, returns to Portland for a
much needed rest. Miss Grace Howe is
caring for Miss Billings.
Mrs. J. H. Barrows is still very ill at
the hospital in Portland.
Mr. Eli Stearns has just sent away a
car of apples.
Miss Hattie Johnson, formerly assistant in the academy, is spending a few
weeks in Bethel to regain ber health.
The students of Gould Academy held
the first sociable of the term Thursday

evening.

the Ladies' Club served supper
in the church dining room in a unique
woman.
A large bill of fare announced
manner.
Hebron.
the price of the different foods and each
Mr. A. M. Richardson spent Sunday in one was served from a long table. A
Portland.
photographic eocial followed the supper.
The Oxford County W. C. T. U. conProf. J. F. Moody, of Edward Little
High School, is spending his vacation vention will meet in Bethel probably
the 10th and 17th of May.
here.
Miss Hazel Donham, who is teaching
Oxford.
in the same school, is at home with her
Hollis M. Rich died at Mechanic Falls,
mother.
J. F. Moody, Jr., who is attending March 23d, aged 60 years. Mr. Rich
a son
Bangor Law School, was here for a few was a native and former resident, twin
a
days and will spend the remainder of of tbe late Ilezekiah Rich and
brother of Horace Rich of Oxford.
his vacation iu Boston.
Mrs. Elmer Parrott of Portland is at
Miss Agnes Bearce is teaching in
Mr. Geo. Parrott's.
North Auburn.
Miss Retha Glover has been engaged
Miss Columbia Bumpus is at home
to preach to the Advent society for tbe
from Auburn.
The Ladies' Circle gave a supper and
fine entertainment Tuesday
evening.
Snow in this vicinity is nearly gone.
Robins and other birds are plenty
with their welcome songs.
Mrs. II. K. Stearns picked a bouquet
of pansies which she carried to the
Ladies1 Circle Tuesday.
Spring is here and we are proud of our
own ten fine chickens seven weeks old.
We hear that specimens of the brown
tail moth have been found here.
Preston Merrill of Massachusetts was
called here this week by the illness of
his aunt, Miss Chesley.

Friday

coming year.

of the Congregationalist
chicken pie supper and
sale of aprons, fancy articles, etc., at
Temperance Hall, Friday evening, with
a short literary and musical entertainment. There was a good attendance
notwithstanding the unfavorable state
of the weather and roads. Over one
hundred supper tickets were sold and a
good sum realized.
Mr. Wallace Andrews' mother, an aged
lady, fell in ber room bruieing and laming herself badly, but receiving no
serious injuries.
Rev. Mr. Newport performed the marriage ceremony for Mr. Ira Chase Hubhard and Miss Edith Elden Walker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Walker
of South Poland, at the home of the
bride's parents, March 23d.
Mr. Francis Ilolden passed his 91 st
birthday last week.
The high school opened on March 27,
Mr. Ernest Pratt principal, Miss Lena
Perkins assistant. These teachers have
been engaged for the coming year.
Edward F. Richmond died Thursday
morning, March 30, of heart failure.
The ladies

society held

a

MRS. HALL'S MIRACLE.
A Review of Our Town Meetings.
Editor Democrat :
In looking over the business transact- EXPERIENCES SIMILAR TO THM HAVE
ed at our recent town meetings, as reOCCASIONED CONSIDER All I.E COMMENT
ported in the Democrat, I wishofto make
IN PARIS.
general
a few comments which may be
Few wuinen are better known in Lockinterest to the voters of Paris. (By the
is spell- port, N. Y., than Mrs. Pattie D. Hal), as
way, can any one tell why Paris
ed with one r instead of two? Waa it not she belongs to one of the best families
acafter an early settler of the name and ban a large circle of friends and
ing officers were elected for the coming named
In a recent interview Mrs.
of Parr is, which is the way the present quaintances.
year:
Hall said:
family of Parris spell their name?)
Moderator—S. W. Dunham.
Olork—John L. Marshall.
I One of the best things said at our '"Tie experience I bave been through
Treat —Mrs. H. H Tuell.
I annual town meeting was the remark by in the last two years seems like a miracle.
Tnutess—Lewis U. Bates, Lewie M. Mann,
almost
iCapt. H. N. Bolster, that there should I was so badly off that life seemed
Fred E. Wheeler.
I be no sectional feeling or jealousy be- unendurable, and iny deafness increased
It is now the purpose and intention of
I tween different portions of the town, but so that I could scarely hear anything.
the society to build a church the oomI that we should all work together for the The suffocation in ray chest and the ining year. The trustees were appointed I best interests of the whole town, North
digestion caused by my catarrh, producas building committee, and will begin
land South, East and West. This state- ed very severe suffering, f had five difarrangements in the near future. Miss I ment should
all
to
good ferent physicians, bought every that
appeal sensibly
Delia H. Lane, Miss Jennie M. Brown,
citizens of the town. We think the anybody recommended to me, but finaland Miss Minnie E. Lane were elected as
I general desire of the town this year has ly gave up in despair.
delegates to the Universalist state con- Ibeen
*o cut down appropriations and
One day my milliner asked me if I had
vention which will meet at South Paris
I began the treatI lessen the percentage of taxation, and ever tried Hyomei.
in June.
also to pay the debt as rapidly as pos- ment, and can thankfully testify that
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham went j
I sible ; a wise and just sentiment, which Hyomei does cure this terrible disease.
Monday of last week to vieit relatives in is a credit
to all. Debts when contract- Since using it my hearing has greatly
Massachusetts and Vermont for a few I
I ed have later to be paid, porhaps after improved, and the only time I have any
weeks.
I hundreds of dollars have been expended catarrhal trouble is when I take cold.
Mrs. James Lapham returned from
I in interest, and taxée should of course I then use Hyomei. and always got inweek.
the Lewiston hospital last
I be made ae light as possible, for we have stant relief. My friends and acquaintNorfrom
Wirt McKenney is at home
I many poor people who have a hard ances marvel at the change in my health
vacation.
weeks'
for
a
two
ridgewock
to live and pay their bills, many and bearing."
Miss Emma Δ. Swan was at home from struggle
I having large families to provide for.
Hyomei has made many cures of caAuburn over Sunday.
The remarks made by 11. G. Brown, tarrh, and in connection with Hyomoi
Acquaintances of Mr. Chauncey N.
March 0, were telling and to the balm, of catarrhal deafness, in Paris.
t;hi Ids will regret to learn that he has Esq.,
on this subject. Appropriations Similar experiences to that of Mrs. Hall's
been through a very serious surgical I point
have been cut this year, perhaps, too have created a large sale of Hyomei with
operation and is now critically ill at his
this remaius to be seen, but it is F. A. Shurtloff & Co.
home. Mr. Childs was a former resi- much;
a move in the right direction, and we are
The complete outfit, including the indent of this place and one of our up- I
glad to have the good town of Paris set haler, costs but $1, while extra bottles
right young men.
we
which
Ask F. A. Sburtleif «&
in this respect,
are but 50 cents.
Mr. J. C. Howe recently found in bis Ian example
The tend- Co. to show you the strong guarantee
towns will follow.
orchard what he considered a nest of hope all
has been to extrava- under which they sell Hyomei.
Our citizens lency of the times
he brown tail moth.
in municipal, sta'.e and national
should use every means to exterminate gance
finances, and it is well to call a halt and
this pest.
slower.
Mrs. D. H. Fifleld is quite ill with a se- I go
The most opposition camo on the matvere attack of grippe, and Miss Lola
I ter of cutting down school appropriaLane is also on the sick list.
tions as there seems to be a mistaken—
Mrs. C. F. Barden's brother, Mr. Fred
as we claim it to be—sentiment against
E. Dunham, of Rumford Falls, accompaMade by one of the best tinsmiths
in anything which concerns
nied by wife and two children, returned economy
scholars. Many seem to in the state in the honest old fashionand
schools
visited
home last Friday, after having
I think that we must give our children
from double thick tin with
nearly a week at Mr. Barden's.
the advantages possible in the way of ed way
Miss Julia G. Bates died at her home all
the cry seems to bo, full weight copper bottom.
Price
of last week aged nearly 73 schooling, and

Wut Paris.
The. Universallst parish meeting held
Tuesday evening of lut week was largely attended ana twelve new members
much interest.
were added, showing
Rev. P. E. Barton, who at present is considered pastor of the society, was present, and in the absence of the moderator,
presided over the meeting. The follow-

Can You Get

a

JERSEY?

Not if you ride a wheel. Not if you
play ball. Not if you enjoy out-door
sports of any kind and want a com-

fortable all round garment.

If you have a Jersey you might as
well have the latest thing out and here
is the place to get it. Many colorings
and combinations in colorings as you
mav desire.
Don't for
out

giving

making

J.

Best Wash Boiler in
the County.

Tuesday

Along Without

moment think of

a

us a

buying a Jersey with-

We will take the chances

look.

on

the sales.

F. PLUMMER,

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

ji Market

Telephone

106-3.

down our schools. Now I
She had not been in the best of I don't cut
years.
wish the children to have all the schoolhealth for several weeks but had refused
which will be of benefit to them and
to take her bed. A day or two previous ing
I doubt the wisdom of sendno more.
to her decease she was found uncon- I
children to school more than 2Π to
scious where she had fallen upon the ing
24 weeks in a year, to sit on hard benches
floor, and on Tuesday evening she pass- in
South
musty, dusty school rooms. If more
Greenwood.
and
failure
heart
from
ed away suddenly
is a benefit to them mentally,
schooling
was
the
Bates
Miss
exhaustion.
daughHardly any sap weather to date. The
NOTICE.
we doubt very much its being so physicalter of Jacob and Ilannah Bates aud was
enow lias three-quarters liquefied and
ask for
and most of all we want our children tc U. S. Circuit Court. | Portland, March '25th, 190.').
If you want a got d
ly,
in
Sumner.
born
Nearly fifty years age I have
Flies,
gone into the Atlantic Ocean.
Maine District
bodies which are very essenj
strong
hei
with
to
live
to
this
she
came
place
bugs and millers are in evidence, and yet
Pup-umit to the rules of the Cl'cult Court of
tial to strong minds and success in life.
as it will be March two days
sister, the wife of Rev. Alexander IIill
longer,
State* for the Dletrlct of Maine,
We want our scholars to be instructed the United
She remained with them until after theii
notice I* hereby given, that
should the weather be favorable, we may
in the practical duties and labor of lift
home
at
the
while
lived
a
then
KLW1S
II.ULEASON, of Kumfonl,
have a short run of sap before the seadeath,
upon our farms and ir
stead. About eight years ago she buili ; I which they get well
In said Dletrlct, hat* applied for a 'mlnslon ne an
son ends.
as in mere book
as
our
homes,
attorney and counsellor of paid Circuit Court.
a little cottage on Main Street where sht
Willard Herrick, now about 80 years
JAMES K. HEWKY, Clerk.
The professions seem to b<
This winter hei learning.
has since resided.
of age, and who was confined to the
Guaranteed to wear for five years.
we surely need good farm
and
crowded,
house the most of the winter by several
brother, Frank Bates, and wife, hav< ,
as much as w<
wives
farmers'
and
ers
WANTED.
lived with her. Mr. Bates is in feebli ,
diseases, has so far recovered as to be
ministers, lawyers, doctors oi
health and they expect to remain there need
out and does a few light chores.
A capable farmer and his wife.
The farmer feeds the world
Gilead.
teachers.
,
of
tin
member
Miss Bates was a worthy
Fred Cole, also his brother Stillman,
and to-day the successful farmer is look Good wages
Apply by letter
We are glad to welcome epring. Tbe Methodist
and Robert Morgan's wife are all on the
church, and was highly
as an honorable member of so ! with references to
ed
I
upon
are
fu
robins
The
esteemed in the community.
singing again.
sick list: but the sick ones are not all
so no one need be ashamed ol
The road agent is using the road ma- neral service was held Thursday after I ciety, and
Mr. George F. H immond,
confined to this town or county. A letin farming; they should b(
being
engaged
hasteu
snowdrifts
to
on
the
E.
chine
the
M.
at
o'clock
good
at
2
noon
of
ter from Mrs. Jennie Howe, recently,
chapel
The Heeches, Paris Hill, Me.
w< ,
do
Neither
so engaged.
be
to
proud
The neighbors and friende brought man}
West Minot, informed us that she was wheeling.
it so easy for our childrei
make
want
to
We hear the sick are fast improving. of their choicest potted plants and tin j
the only one in the family fit for duty.
as to make them unfit for the cares am
casket was covered with a profusion ο f
Mrs. Howe stated that her father, who Some of them have got out again.
life. First of all we wish t<
Mr. S. M. Wheeler left for his home hot house flowers. This in remembrane ) duties of
has been in Wasliingtou with one of Iiîh
citizens
Mrs. Wheeler and of her pleasant words and love fo r I make them energetic, good
Ν.
H.
in
Gorham,
to
intended
the
winter,
past
daughters
their part in the battles of life
flowers. Rev. D. F. Nelson spoke flttiDj bearing
start for home on the 20th, and would daughter returned by rail Tuesday.
We understand, of course, that it ii
Tlio Mountain Rills Society will meet words for the occasion, two of he r
probablv arrive about the 4th of April.
easier for the superintendent of school·
When her sister, Mrs. Andrews, wrote with Mrs. A. D. Wight Thursday after- favorite hymns were
sung, and ai ,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
to pay common school bills with $400< ι
her letter she said they were then plant- noon. April 0th.
appropriate solo by Mrs. S. T. White.
than with $3000 but let us practici
the
teams
are
t
las
went
L.
M.
Irish
camps
Mr.
and
Mrs.
leaving
Logging
ing their garden.
>
a while until we get out ο
Another letter from Sharon Robinson, or woods. Between fifteen and twenty Saturday to Buckfield for a few days economy
debt. We also underetand that it wouli
better known as Slocum in the literary passed through this town to-day.
give 30 weeks instead of 22 of schooling
field, of Kast Sumner, writes us that he
Ο fk
ΛΓΛΛ V.-_
T.
λΑΑ
South Hiram.
but that is all any scholar got twenty
East Bethel.
is still on the sick list, but at present
fivo years ago, aud we think it is enough
is making a few repairs on
Bert
Smith
river.
the
is slowly
He
No
<t
lu
convalescing.
crossing
MdCHTLEFK
says
F. A.
F. A. 8IHTRTLEFF &■ CO.
at least, we will try it for one year.
Neither wheeling nor sleighing.
there is a large amount of sickness ic bis buildings.
In regard to buying a town farm
MAINE.
Mr. and Mrs. Loring Libby of CharlesMari 3
that vicinity and the doctors are working
Prof. W. S. Wight and
that a mistake wai
1 cannot help thinking
towfl, Mass., are calling on relatives and visited relatives here last week,
UU1U.
made in voting to ouy, as wo now ιηινι
Koscoe Bennett and wife, of Norway, friends this week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Clark and two son j
at the town farm
Frank Sargent is working for George I from Saco are spending a few weekt < only two paupers kept
came into the neighborhood two weeks
and to buy a farm and hire a man anr
vacation here.
ago to visit their relatives, and intended Milliken.
his wife, perhaps with childron, to rur
A borse belonging to S. 'Γ. Spriug
to return last Saturday, when the rainJudge G. F. Rich and son from Berlii j it and
care for two people, doesn't lool
excitement
a
little
caused
Tuesday recently visited here.
storm came and they were obliged tu
ARE THE FAMILY LAXATIVE.
like economy in that line. It is triu
I
has
returnei
their
visit
Kimball
a
while
by
damaging
extend
running away,
Mrs.
Irving
longer. Mr, morning
to be more paupers
Bennett cat his foot so severely nearly the wagon and
upsetting a load ol I home to Boston. She was accompanies } there are if liable
le
wo had a farm it might bi
Perhaps
They arc a sure cure for Constipation, Hilionsness, Liver Trou
two months ago as still to be obliged tc
groceries.
by her brother, Will Holt.
well to put some of those who are sup
in t e
material
i E. F. Stanley commenced work iu hie
Diseases
all
Blood
and
travel on crutches.
Miss Amy Bartlett, class '05, Gorhar ,>
upon
ported off the farm upon it, but w<
Fluvd Morgan has hired out to John saw mill Monday.
t ie
Normal School, has been spending a fe\
of running a faru
system that s^ou'd be carried ofl'by the bowels. They keep
The many friends of James Monroe days' vacation with her parents, Mr. ani j doubt the wisdom
Swan of Bethel with a view to learning
see
can
as
we
a
re
u]
by
figuring
anyway,
th it cuise headaches.
They
the carpenter's trade, and expects tc Libby were grieved to hear of his death, Mrs. II. E. Bartlett.
system free from
the expense of the farm last year it takei
which occurred Thursday night, March
h
commence work about the middle ol
Stoma,
other
and
for
I think a nine!
Indigestion,
a good deal to run it.
splendid remedy
Denmark.
April; so that the chest of tools ht 23d, at the residence of his mother, Mrs.
wiser plan would have been to try tin
Troubl s. These pills are small and easily taken. \et prompt nul
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray have beei ,
bought recently will soon come in play, Sally Libby. Wednesday, Mr. Libby
experiment of running the town withou
The drifts in the road were shoveled made his usual daily visit to his mother I in Portland for a few days.
efficient in their action. Price 25 cents per bottle of 100
a farm for a year or two, and seo how i
Mr. Harold Perkins has been spendini
out yesterday, and our mail carrier wen! and on leaving passed out the back dooi
would work. If it proved a failure w<
where
he
was
the
stable
found
with
in
Portland.
a
few
a
through
wagon for the tlrst time through
days
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
could vote to buy a farm at any time
The different kinds of wood were near some time later unconscious. A phyMr. Irviug Ingalls is tho chnmpioi
would have been lost by post
Nothing
r)
was called and pronounced it a wood
sician
havin<
this
in
all
marketed
before
the
failet
section,
sawyer
ly
sledding
In handsome
The balanci
A new one.
lived until Thursday even- sawed nine cords of large cleft wood tw< j poning the purchase.
up, but one man got left and will flnisl shock. He
He was born in Porter, March 4th, cuts in 27 1-2 hours, the last two cord , { against the town farm last year, $047.52
ing.
on
wheels.
hauling
thi
colors, of the County BuildFor a number of years he was en- were cut in 4 1-2 hour*, with a buck saw ι would have paid for boarding out
Hansom Cole did not have to wait lonf 1838.
three paupers kept on the farm las
for water, and is now probably sawing gaged in the teaming business in Boston, (Next.)
We believe in reducing our towi
ings 3c , 2 for 5c.
his long lumber. It requires only aboui but lias for the last three years resided
Mr. Foster T. Piugree is reported a } year.
debt as rapidly as possible, and the in
one-half the water to run the new mill with his son, F. S. Libby, of this place. being comfortable.
surance on the town's house, $1200, to
The enow is fast disappearing in thi
compared with the old oue, and ever] Mr. Libby was a man of high charactei
ι getber with what will be received foi
F. A. 8HFBTLEFF Λ. <«·
part of the machinery moves like clock and an earneet Christian. lie leaves s section and wheels are being used.
V. A. gliniTLKFF Α. <Ό
I the sale of the farm, some 33000 in all, i
host of warm friends and eincere mournwork.
Mrs. C. K. Belcher is in Portland for k
on the debt would have decreas
applied
The
funeral
services
were
held
or
ers.
Edward Pike of Woodstock was at th< ,
few days.
ed it so much and saved 3120 in interest
^Bennett place yesterday on business, anc Sunday at the Union church attended bj
Cushman
Letter.
per year. We can't help thinking a bac
Cotton.
Wm.
Rev.
was much interested in our yearling kid
Pharmacist.
mistake was made in voting to buy. N<
received a large stock M
and we have
Ins come
which is gettting to be quite an animal
IIkhron, March 29, 1905.
doubt it is well to sell the old farir
West Sumner.
his hair reaching nearly to the grounc
I had a very pleasant call from my ol< I
Next to Post Ofliee, South I'aris.
rather than build upon it, but the ni'inej
and about as tine as silk.
II. Β. T. Chandler, Bowdoin 1908, if friend, Mr. Jerome Irish of Portland
should have been paid on the town debt,
him
[
I
knew
a
his
vacation
with
his
father
the
other
hardly
day.
spendiug
In closing I wish to speak a word ol
Wilson's Mills.
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Chan- first, not having seen him for nine years
SULKY PLOWS, SWIVEL PLOWS. FLAT LAND PLOWS
for our able superintendent o!
but after he nearly shook me off m J praise
School commenced March 20 taught dler.
Alton C. Wheeler, Esq. He ii
schools,
DISK HARROWS frum 10 inch Ό 20 inch, CUTAWAY
Mr. Leroy Bisbee of Auburn is visit pins, it came to me who it was. He sait I
Town 0» Paris*
by Lester Bean of Bethel. The going ii
I one of the best, If not the very besl
lie bad come some ways out of his wa;
.Examination of Trachrr·.
from 16 to 20 inch, SPRING TOOTH HAKROWS
such at present that but few of tlx ing his father and mother.
HARROWS
we have ever had, in oui
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. McLaughlin, who on purpose to see me and to hear me tel superintendent
All per-on·· who desire to teich In the public from 8 teeth to 18 teeth
scholars can attend.
and almost universally liked schools
< ear
opinion,
Pari·
the
uf
school
I.
ensuing
during
At the hotel Tuesday morning thej have been visiting relatives in Franklin some of my old lies. Ile complimente! !
H. Bean, a good tight ci are hereby notllled lo he present fur examinait ·η
also for
ECLIPSE! and KINO OP CORN FIELD CORN PLANTERS.
Wednesday, me on my personal appearance and sait I in townGeorge
had 34 men to breakfast and 4S horses tc County, returned home
matters and an advocate ol at the Brick School ITou-e In South I'm N, 1.11 Sat
facul
29.
retained
mental
March
I
he thought
the fifteenth «lay uf April, 19US, at ten
my
feed. They had come over from th< ,
unlay,
mor«
THE EUREKA POTATO PLANTER.
need
We
and
fair
: economy
play.
o'elock In the forenoon
j Mrs. Cynthia Bisbee has returned ties to a remarkable extent. He though i;t such citizens.
Kennebago region duriug the night.
Superintendent of School*,
I
MANURE SPREADERS, ETC.
where
as
a
lie
as
couli
from
Woodstock
she
the
tell
about
I
could
spent
big
About 70 horses passed through here
of the town of Parle, Me.
Ε. E. Fiki.d.
winter with Mrs. F. L. Wyman, and is I forty years ago. He wanted me to com· ,
τ
Α1·ο
coming out of the woods on Tuesday.
NOTICE.
John Goodnow has hired for the sea now at work on her annual supply of and see him next summer and we wouh 1
LAST HOPE VANISHED.
and Farming Ί\» >·
Co.
Ha:
ves'er
A
full
line
of
International
set apart a day and swap lies.
Maybaskets.
sqn with E. S. Bennett.
All wa er companies au>! individuals who
said that W.
When
physicians
leading
,
Horace Farrar has moved into the
A good joker never laughs at his owi
have dug up the street* In ami uliout South Pari*
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flint and Mastei
M. Smithart, of Pékin, la., had incurable without
a
Gasoline
a permit or with a permit are respomd·
Harold started for Newry Wednesday house owned, and until recently occu- jokes.
his last hope vanished; l>!e for their safety and illiliu the ho'es nn<l
consumption,
Mr.
H.
0.
tell
a
second
hand
Tuell.
Mr.
Tuell
can
fool
story but Dr.
Any
where they will visit their son, F. P. Flint pied by
In
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an
It
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laft
tlu:
street
and g. t our
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line
for
and
see
New
Congood
shape
fail
to
call
leuvlng
Don't
King's
Discovery
now lives with his son, J. A. Tuell.
but it takes quite a genius to tell it s< I
fall.
and then go to Farmington.
sumption, Coughs and Colds, kept him
C.ff.ltOWKKR,
Mr. C. £. Dunham has returned from it will sound good.
out of his grave. He says: "This great
For the Town of Paris.
East Hebron.
You might as well shun the man win ,
Brattleboro, Vt., where he with Mrs.
completely cured me, and saved
specific
Earl
have
and
been
mad.
when
be
is
Dunham
snow
The
is rapidly
visiting laughs
disappearing,
used
foi
have
it
1
Since
life.
then,
South. Paris, Maino.
Dr. Austin
Some folks say that charity begins a my
bare ground is seen in various direc- relatives. He is boarding at Rodney
over ten years, and consider it a mart(
calculate
of
think
such
until
the
return
Mrs.
DunI
Chandler's
home.
people
and
we
hear
no
call
for water ol
tions,
velous throat and lung cure." Strictly
Boars the
ham.
late.
keep it there.
For Infants and Children.
scientific cure for Coughs, Sore Throats
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Brown are now
I would rather get cheated by a wboh !
There are many sick in this vicinity.
Signature
or Colds; sure preventive of pneumonia.
home recently souled rascal than try to get a squari ,
of
Mrs. Cyrus Hamsdell is reported very occupying their new
50c. and $1.00 bottles at F.
Guaranteed,
I deal out of a small souled church mem
sick with pneumonia. Dea. K. P. Fullei purchased of II. W. Dunham's sons.
<k Co.'s, South Paris, West
A.
Shurtleff
The many friends of Mrs. Clinton ber.
is very feeble. H. A. Record is doing
Paris. Trial bottle free.
In a well regulated quarrel never lost ,
his choree. The deacon's health has Bates regret that she is suffering from a
been failing through the winter, and very severe illness. Her son, Dr· J- H. I your head. If anybody gets rattlod le
Representative J. Putnam Stevens,
Bates of Rochester, Ν. H., has been here it be the other fellow. In this way yoi who has had charge of the arrangements
was feeble a long time since.
will he at Elm House, Norway.
1
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least
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on
at
to
visit
and
March
make
will
points
her,
Mr. Stillman P. Ilersey of North AuWednesday,
for the visit of a delegation of the Maine
Feb. 2, and 1st Thursday
W. C.
Thursday,
burn has gained some the past week, 29, removed her to hie home where we game.
the
Massachusetts
LegisLegislature to
of each following month.
Office
and it is hoped he will be around again hope she will regain health and strength.
for
the
visit
bas
lature,
completed plans
Stipend for Agricultural Societies to
if he does not fully regain his health.
take place about April 7. The Maine hours, 10:30 a m. to 4 p. M.
East
Sumner.
The agricultural societies in Oxford men in the Massachusetts
Eddie L. Record is passing the week
Legislature
I
Eyes Examined free.
with Mr. Conant in North Auburn—the
A. D. Park was in town on Tuesday. I County will receive stipends from the visited the Maine Legislature during the
j
as
follows:
this
homo of his very early part of life.
He officiated at Perley Ripley's auction state
year
past session.
Oxford f'onnty Agricultural Society,
$768.0<
On Saturday East Hebron Grange sale.
2P6.5!
DRILL WELLS for ymr NEIGHBORS
Weet
Oxford
I
Society,
Agricultural
entertained Hebron Grange by invitaD. R. Palmer and wife came over from
CHEATED DEATH.
77.09
Oxford North Agricultural Society,
We can Mart you lu a paying business on
tion, and West Minot was invited but South Paris last week and are stopping Androscoggin Valley Agricultural
but
often
ends
a few seasons ago it was hard to controuble
fatally,
email capital
Machine» easy ami simple to
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lee.Si
the storm prevented them from coming. a while at the old farm.
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The day was well enjoyed by all present,
The country roads are awful just now
of cloth tint one could
vince
that a
Wolfe, of Bear Grove, Iowa, cheated ami full Information.
and the sick were tinely treated to the and the R. F. D. carriers are having a
BEST COUGH MEDICINE FOR CHIL- death. He says: "Two years ago I had
Time
almost look through would shed water.
nice food left them.
hard time to make their trips.
DREN.
Kidney Trouble, which caused me great Factory: Akron, 0.
Office! 104 Fulbn. St, Ν. Y. I
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Mrs. Lavina Osgood has gone on a
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I
and
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do
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that
anxiety,
suffering
When you buy a cough medicine fox pain,
sister, Mrs. Georgia Gurney, of Sumner. visit to a sister in Boston.
Electric Bitters, which effected a coinThe traveling is so poor we find very
Mrs. Jennie (Stetson) Spaulding is email children you want one in which
We sell a large number of Kain Coats.
watir.
! plete cure. I have also found them of
PARKER'S
little news to write.
visiting her parents. Her husband, Kirk you can place implicit confidence. You great benefit in geoeral debility and
HAIR BALSAM
one that not only relieves but
want
is
first
we
carried a small stock hut now
in
At
Maine.
the
h*L-.
Clratwe
ai.«l
hcautifie·
Hollis,
teaching
Spaulding,
nerve trouble, and keep them constantly
PromiHej a luxuriant p\jwlh.
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Sumner's special town meeting held cures. You want one that is unquestion- on
East Waterford.
as I And they have no
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Νover Faila to Bentcro
«Jr.?;,·
ray
I
hand,
since,
The new ones
is
our
assortment
is
want
one
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Hair to it» Youthful Co'or.
very large.
on the 27tb is declared by good authority ably harmless.
Born March 26, to the wife of Charles
equal." F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Curt.· •'•alp <2i«ea«-« U Lair f
to have been illegal. It was voted to pleasant to take. Chamberlain's Cough
u:.d S, l.u>at Drug/i>
them
at
find
Paris.
West
will
a
son.
are
in
and
W. Gammon,
Paris, guarantee
tubby Scotch effects
you
build a new school house and raise Remedy meets all of these conditions.
50c. a b jttle.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Pride and daughfor
so
the
is
There
coughs
for
nothing
good
that purpose.
$500
for young men, neat mixtures and pi tin grays,
NOTICE.
ter spent Sunday in Portland.
We have received letters from "John" and colds incident to childhood. It is
Miss Bertha Miller is qnite ill with
The city of Biddeford which was 50 In the District Court of the United States for the suitable for
also a certain preventive and cure for
and "L. D."
young or »>ld.
District of Ma'ne. In Bankruptcy.
heart trouble and unable to return to
!
old on Friday, Feb. 10th, has a
croup, and there is no danger whatever years
In the matter of
her school in Sabatis, for the present
)
the
ι
on
foot
celebrate
of
to
movement
city's WILLIAM J. CONNOR', In Bankruptcy
from whooping cough when it is given.
prices as well as colors, $io to i6.
Hartford.
|
at least.
It has been used in many epidemics of semi-centennial during the early part of
of Humford, Bankrupt. )
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney McAllister of
Ralph Wyman, station agent, who was that dieease with perfect success. For the approaching summer.
To the creditors of William J Connors la the
Lovell are to have charge of the town shot through tho arm and robbed at
County of Oxford and dlitrlrt aforesaid :
sale by ShurtlefT A Co., South Paris;
Notice Is hereby given that on the 25th dav of
farm the coming year.
Hartford, has returned home to Belgrade. Jones Drag Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug
A DAREDEVIL RIDE
Mar. A. D. lwu, the said William .1 Connortf
Alton and Chauncey Ames are work- Leon Irish is station agent at present.
was
duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the flr.it
Store, Norway.
! often ends in a sad accident. To heal ac- meeting
Lewis W. Child went to Hebron Thursof hie creditors will be held at the
ing in the Rolfe mill for a time.
cidental injuries, use Bucklen's Arnica Court House, In South Paris, on ihc 12th
Mrs. Otis Martin and her step-daugh- day.
a
Yinal Allen of Thoraaston,
helpless Salve. "A
in my foot, from day of April, A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock
wound
shine coats for
deep
Mrs.
to
moved
was
in
town
ter,
Geo. Burgess
last week.
Smith,
Norway Tuesparalytic, attempted suicide Monday by
Theodore Schuele, in the forcooon, at which time the sai l
Those who are sick with the grippe cutting his throat with a razor. While an accident," writes
creditors
day.
may attend,- prove their claim·,
ise
them
in
me
place of
of Colutabue, O., "caused
great pain. appoint a trustee, examina the bankrupt,
Mr. Pennock has moved his goods are improving.
the wounds are severe, it is expected
were helpless, but Bucklen's ind Iran sait mch other business as may
Physicians
here.
who
has
been
55
threatenwho
is
will
that
he
recover.
Bartlett,
Percy
Allen,
properly come before said meeting.
ed with pneumonia, is a little better at years old, took poison several months Arnica Salve quickly healed it." Soothes
South Paris, March $4, 1905.
and heals burns, like magic. Only 25c.
UEO. A. WILSON,
North Albany.
thiSsWriting.
ago.
Referee In liankm ♦«·?.
at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s Drug Stores,
Overcoat we hive a good selection await>ut if you rather have a
Mrs. Carrie Penley and little son are
South Paris, West Paris.
North
Stoneham.
TO
CHAMBERNOTHING EQUAL
NOTICE.
at her father's, Roscoe Emery's.
ng you in coverts, grays aiH blacks, $5 to $12
Milford Brown and Ed Good are at
In the District Court of the United State < for tha
Mrs. John Adams and three children
LAIN'S COLIC, CHOLERA AND
Joseph P. Wight of Otiefleld, aged 76, District of Maine. J η Bankruptcy.
work for I. S. Morrill in his mills at have been vielting her parents, Mr. and
DIARRHŒA REMEDY FOR BOW-' committed suicide March 24th by hang- In the matter o'
)
Bethel.
Mrs. Burn bam McKeeo, of Albany, the
BUY EARLY A"1* D HAVE THE BENE IT OF THEIR USE
PETER J. MIUSE,
EL COMPLAINTS IN CHILDREN, j himself with a trace chain. He leaves
( In Bankruptcy,
John Kimball it at work for John Hap- past week.
of Mexico, Bmkrupt. )
two
daughters.
"We have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Willard C. Barker of Bridgton visited
IS WELL AS LARGER ASSORTMENTS TO SELECT FROM.
good of Bethel for a few days.
To the creditors of Peter J. Mluse In the
Mr. Otis Hayford of Hanover visited his sister, Mrs. Wm. Gammon, Satur- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy in our1
County of Oxford ami district aforesaid :
RELIEVED.
SUFFERING
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t>
e
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that
on
FRIGHTFUL
la
Notice
day
hereby given
friends in town recently.
family for year·," says Mrs. J. B. Cooke,
day.
March. A. D. 1905, the said Peter -I. Mlu-e was
Ed Arsenanlt is helping Leslie KimAlbion McKeen of Albauy has been of Nederlands, Texas. "We have given
Suffering frightfully from the viru- luly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrat
used
We have
ball for a few days.
lent'poisons of undigested food, C. G. mee'lnic of his créditera will be held at the Court
staying a while with his uncle, H. B. It to all of our children.
other medicines for the same purpose, Grayson of Lula, Miss., took Dr. King's House,In Sonth Paris, on the 12th day of Apr.,1
Abner Kimball and a few others about McKeen.
NORWAY.
D. 1909, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wh rh J aioxTTi
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making supply maple syrup.
:lalms, appoint trustee,
Friday. His sister, Mrs. Dill, took his
Bears the
There is some talk of a telephone line team to go to East Stoneham. When, directed it will always cure." For sale ach and bowel disorders give way to tnd transact such other bu"int!s as may properly
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South Parla, March 28,1806.
held at the town house recently in con- She appeared as well as ever whan she Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'·, South Paris,
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Wears Like Iron.

Oils, Varnishes, Brushes.
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Anti-Constipation

Pills
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poisonous
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Specialty.
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A.m W. Wallter db Son,

Tenney,
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j
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STAR DRILLING MACHINE CO.
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of Double

Very dressy
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each
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mm in 'Mil Ir'ellows' Hall.
\
R -W. K. Kimball Post. No. Î48. meeta
thlrl Saturday evening» of each
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lU 'iiih, In t». A. R- Hallflr«t
W π ;. iv. Kimball Uellef tory·» meets
evening* ot each month, In
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Arthur T. Royal is here from Worce* I
ter, Mass., for a few dajs.

aboard foe north
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watkrford.

CENTRAL

OXFORD

>alurday

KeUef C.-rp» Hall.
Parle tirange. from May 1 U> Oct. 1,
,>f H.
Saturday; .luring the
ri* iir.t and third
In
:!n kt f the year, meet-» every Saturday,
Hall.
Urange
of
!
>. U. C-—Second and fourth Momlaye
en. h month.
\
Κ ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
t- -econi and fourth Wednesday evenings
n:
of ach month.
.»f p.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31. meets every
K: ar evening at Pythian Hall.
Vmt.'rE Woo«lmen of America.—South l'art»
and fourth Tueenue. No. 10967, meeta second
m luge in Golden Cross Hall.
Arcauuui.— Parrls Council, No. lo-l.
a
;
30.
,·ι* !ir>t an·! third Monday evening* at
—

1

NOBWAY.

Railroad.
ELECTRIC

BUILT

THIS SUMMER.

HKKK

TO

ARRANOK

LAND DAMAOE8.

Few people in Oxford County bave
Mrs. T. S. Barnes is confined to the ι
the
bouse with a severely sprained ankle.
I forgotten the attempt made during
an electric
; summer of 1897 to construct
Maud Carter is at home for a railroad from Norway to North Waterweek from her teaching in Dorchester, ford. All the preliminary work having
Mass.
been completed, and the road bed nearly
the Italians who bad done the
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., will work the graded,
struck for their pay and seized
Rank of Page on three candidates at the grading
eorue of the moo io charge of the work
next regular
meeting.
them as hostage
(attempting to hold
There will be an adjourned parish until the money was produced, which
meeting this Monday evening at 7:30 at led to an exciting scene near Rice's
called the
the Universalist church.
I Jiiuctiou in Waterford, locally
''Italian War," in which several Oxford
at
the
P.
C.
Universalist
Y.
U.
Subject
officers exchanged ehots with
meeting next Sunday evening, "Some County
the sons of Sunny Italy and succeeded in
Christian
"Thrift."
virtues,"
IV,
homely
rescuing the imprisoned men. The enGeorge A. Briggs is remodeling into a raged troop of Italians who camped on
tenement
his building on Western η alerford and Norway and were finally
Avenue formerly occupied as a meat shipped to Boston without pay, will not
soon be forgotten by the people of this
market.
section.
Dr. J. G. I.ittletield has purchased of
It was amply demonstrated at Xbat
Mrs. Briggs the building on Pine Street
time that the people of Norway, Waterdow used as a cooper shop, and will use
ford and Stoneliam wanted this road
it for a stable.
built and were willing to make sacrifices
Id our advertising columns this week to bring it about.
They were bitterly
the town gives warning to dog owners disappointed at the result, but have
to get a hustle ou, so to speak, and have never given up the hope of seeing the
road an accomplished fact, and now that
their canines licensed.
seems about to be realized
In the absence of the pastor, Rev. Mr. hope
Henry * Hoyce of
Clifford, the pulpit at the Methodist Willimantic, Conn., who was the largest
church was supplied on Suuday by A.
stock-holder under the original incorporB. McAllister of Norway.
ation, took the necessary logal steps to
Winslow Burbank attended the annual obtain possession of all right, title and
indoor meet of Rowdoin College, March mterest in the franchise, etc., of the Ox-4.
He was the guest of Charles Noyes ford Central Electric Railroad, with a
view to getting matters into form so that
Abbott of St. John, N\ B.
he or some one else could complete the
Mrs. Ivarnes entertained the Seneca
road.
Club to supper last Monday. A delicious
Mr. Royce has now given an option on
was
menu
enjoyed after which the his rights to a party of Boston capitalists
regular club meeting was held. A most who propose to construct and operate
pleasant evening was passed.
"«a th|s summer, provided the land
have owners aloug the line will give«he land
James R. Tucker and

wnîîû •\e*rV,Mr·

>

sn

Oxford Central

again.

Mrs. Fred llatl is visiting relatives in
Portland for a week.

KA1LWAÏ.

.lai!., Sumlay· Induite·!).

M.

school census.

Commencing December 4, M«4,
TKAlXS LKAVK SOl'TH VVKIS
(dmllT, Sumlavi 1
lioliii town .-.wtj-5^ A.
*.
» 44 *. v.. 4-01 Ρ
Sunday only
ι»

ι'-οΓηΛΐ'

open

family

Although

the Myle» Standish Ritlt
Team scored twelve pointa more that
the Norway boys, the vanquished are it
good spirits and will visit Portland
again in the near fntnre.
The second anniversary of the institution of Oxford Castle, No. 2, Knights oi
the Golden Eagle, was in order Tuesday
evening at Norway Grange Hall. The
ladies and invited guests with the sixtythree members made a large company.
The supper was called at seven-thirty
and was a most bountiful repast excellently served by the young ladies. The
entertainment consisted of music and
readings, and music by Stearns, Norseworth.v and Young for the dancing in
Ryerson Hall was excellent. About fifty
couples appeared in the grand march.
The members of Oxford Castle, No. 2,
Knights of the Golden Eagle, did themselves proiid. The evening was one of
the best of the winter.
An official visit was made to Oxford
Lodge, No. 18, F. and A. M., Wednesday
evening, by D. D. G. M F. R. Dyer, of
Uuckfieid. Following the work in the
B. A. degree there was a supper and
social hour.
Mrs. L. M. Lunt left for Boston and
New York this week for her spring
goods. She will be gone ten days.
Mrs. J. F. Stearns is stopping with her
son, A.J. Stearne, for a time.
James Pledge turned over the meat
and market business to H. L. Russell
April 1st. Mr. Bennett will remain in
the store as clerk.
Major H. F. Ames of Lewiston installed the officers of A. O. Noyes Co, No. 12,
U. R., K. of P., Wednesday evening. The
officers are:
Capt.—Merton L. Kiuiball.

Born.
In I'arU, Mar. 20. to the wife of George Π
Bean, a daughter
In East Waterford, Mar. 26. to the wife ο
Charles W Qammon. a eon.
In Romford Fall», Mar. 28, to the wife of Pr
P. Ε Wheet. a daughter.
In Brownfleld, Mar., to the wl'e of Byroi

;

VERY

ol

o'clock,

High

Ρ M,

Street,

ach and digestive system, and put them

NOTICE.

will be poor, the blood impure, and
serious liver and kidney troubles result,

Without

PARIS.

South

a

you will

light weight skirts, they
the styles are the prettiest

want one of the

with straps and buttons, loose plaits at bottom,

skirt,

strong stomach digestion

causing headaches, backaches, spots before the eyes, dizziness, sleeplessness,

Every owner or keeper of κ «log more than
four monthfi old, shall annuallv, before the flr»t
du ν of Λ prtl, cause It to be registered. numbered,
described and licensed for one vcar. In the ofllce
of the town clerk, In tho town where the dog l«
kept, and shall keep around its neck a collar
distinctly marked with the owner's name and
Whoever keeps a dog
Its registered number.
contrary to the foregoing provisions shall forfeit
ten dollars, one-half of which shall go to nnv
complainant and one-half to the treasurer of the
town, and all dogs not licensed according to law
shall forthwith be killed.
All parties having dog· to license are hereby
notified that the numbers they had In the year
1904 will be reserve ! for them In 1905, providing
they make appllca'lon for same before tbe tiret
day of May. After that date the numbers will
If the 1904
be Issued In their routine order.
numbers are wanted for 1903, come In and license
your (log In tbe month of April.

Poland.

reason

are

we
of
Ask any friend wbo looks thin, pale and
very full with lots of plaiting. Many
out of health how many meals be or she
eats a day, and tbe chances are that the have ever shown.
answer will be "Not over two, and I
trimmed with tabs
The plump, ONE LOT Walking Skirts in dark and light mixture, plaited,
don't feel hungry then."
$3·98
meal·
.....
and straps, full, regular sizes,
rosy, and robust eat three square
daily, and their perfect health is due to
fifteen
and
black
green,
Skirts of brilliantines in brown, blue,
a strong stomach and digestive system, ONE LOT Dress
$3·98
....
as such a system takes out of the food
gore, loose plaits at bottom, all sizes,
all those elements that make pure blood,
seven
gore,
luster,
brilliantine, high
and give nourishment and vitality to the ONE LOT Dress Skirts of fine quality
from knee, black, blue and
incb
of
une
cluster·*
six
plaits
body.
plaited seams,
The one appetizer and tonic that
$4.98
.........
brown,
should be taken is Mi-o-na, the only
trimmed
stomtbe
and
will
black
blue, good quality,
strength
ONE LOT Skirts of broadcloth, in brown,
agent known that

PARK, Auctioneer.
OF

Separate Skirts.
This

in such perfect working order that they
will digest easily and naturally all tbe
food that is eaten, and tend you to the
table positively hungry for the next meal.

TOWN

In Krzar Falls, Mar 24, by Rev. H. A. Peare,
Mr. Archibald McDanlel and Miss Nina Wad
lelgh, botti of Ktzar Falls.
In South Poland. Mar. 22. at the home of the
bride, bv llev. Frederick Newport, Mr. Int C.
Hubbard of New Gloucester and Mise Ε lib Ε
Walker of Poland.
In Kast Poland, Mar. 59, at th-> home of thp
by Rev. Frederick Newport. Mr. Clarence
brld",
S. ■ ulslfer and Mise Mattle L. Davis, both ol

RTBENGTH

C. Preeland Penley.

ALBERT D

Waterford.

Parh, M nr. 25, Mrs. Remember Snell, aged
years.

a

South Parie.

Falls and Mise Edith Dewhnrst of Fall River
Mae<.
In Dlxfleld, Mar. 2!), by Rev. T. H. Scammon,
Mr. Frank M. Davie and Miss Sadie Rand, both
of IHxIlul·!.
In North Waterford, Mar. 22, bv Rev. J. Β
Howard, Mr. Walter Everett Canweil of Welch
ville and Miss Sadie Melissa Henley of North

In

at 1

at my home on

In South Parle, Apr. 1. by Uev. Edwin W
Pierce. Mr. George Clark of Parle and Mr<>
Clara Y. Gardiner of Weft Sumner.
In Rumford Fall*, Mar. 22, by Rev George A
Martin, Mr. Harry B. Crawford of RumfoH

in Ο ford. Mar. 80. Edward F. Richmond.
Ii< Mechanic Falle, Mar. 2Ί, Ho lis M. Rich,
aged 611 y rare.
In South Hiram, Mar.23, James Monroe Llbby,
aged 67 j ear*.
In Rrownflcld, Mar. 20, Paris Rowe.
In West Paris. Blar. 28, Julia G. Bates, aged
72 year*, S months, 10 days.
In Norway, Mar 29, Infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George H. (,'ulllnan, aged 3 days.
In Lovel', Mar. 27, Mrs. Lois, widow of Doan
M '.Daniels.

auction
AMOUNT

public

Wednesday,

Apr. 5, '05,

GIVE

HEABTT, AND
AND VITALITY.
AND

NOTHING RESERVED.

Married.

85

LARGE

JlI-O-îfA WILL MAKE TOC FEEL ΗΙΙΝΘΒΥ

Household Furniture, Tools and
All Furnishings about my place.

Died.

David Thurston aud sister of Otisfield
have taken rooms at the Mills farm.
Mr. Thurston will work by the day in
the neighborhood.
Since the break in the six-inch main at
South Paris was discovered and repaired
the Norway Water Co. find no difficulty
in keeping the water supply pood.
Peter Buck, Whitman Street, who has
been suffering with pneumonia, is much
better. Mr. Buck is a very old man, now
in his 83th year.
Rev. J. E. Budden suffered a slight
shock Tuesday evening. He is improv-

shall sell at

I

BradTn, a daughter.
In North Ru^kfleld, Mar. 20, to the wife o:
Washington Hesld, a daughter.
In North Lovell, Mar. lu, to the wife of Frc
L. Harrlman. a daughter. Ε In· Louise
In Weat Sumner, Mar. 23, to the wife of Hum
bert Thomas, a daughter.
In Auburn, Man-h, to the wife of Lero" S
Blebee. formerly of West Sumner, a daughter
In Kezar Fall*, Mar. 16. to the wife of tlerbert
Stacv. a daughter, Nellie Hazen.
I η Kezar Falls, Mar. 20, to the wife of VV. M
rhellU, a daughter, Mary Evangeline.
In West Sumner, Mar. 26, to the wife of Dan
le) D. Small, a daughter.

Meut —Wallaw W. Sheen.
Hera'd— Fre<l F. Swan.
Reconter— Albert L Sanborn.
Treasurer—Thoe. Thlbodeau.

A TRUE APPETIZER AND TONIC.

AUCTION !

A Gardiner bride of 82 yean baa ι
fifth boaband who confesaes to being 85

a

well made, stylish

.........

$6.98

Shirt Waist Suits.

The Shirt Waist Suite
ONE LOT of

novelty mohair,

are very

popular

in brown, blue and

this year.

black,

neat

plaited waist, large

$7.50
furred
sleeves, eleven gore skirt, plaited, very full,
irritableness,
nervousness,
tongue and bad breath, all of which can ONE LOT Suits of good brilliantine, blue and brown, pretty waist, with six wide
be readily overcome by the use of M i-o-na,
tucks in back and eighteen in front, silk buttons, neat collar, plaited cuff,
to
(costs but 50c. a box), as it goes right
$10.00
....
thirteen gore skirt, plaited to knee, very full,
the foundation of perfect health, the
stomach.
Scores of leading people in this State,
a

Children's Dresses.

including editors, ministers, bankers,
gladly testify to the
tonic, strengthening and health-giving

and their families,

Wash
This season we have more pretty styles than ever of Children's
Furthermore, F. A.
effects of Mi-o-na.
Shurtleff & Co., one of the most reliablo Dresses, sizes 1 to 14 years, prices from 25c. up.
drug firms in this section, se'.l Mi-o-na
neat style, with belt, box plaits from yoke, lace
under a guarantee to refund the money ONE LOT gingham Dresse»,
50c.
......
if it does not produce satisfactory results.
trimmed, sizes I to 0 years,

\V. J. WHEELER,
Clerk of Paris.
Paris, M«\, April 1,1906.

Wanted.

NOTICE.

The subscriber herebv rives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator de bonis
non of the estate of
MARY S. GRAY, late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law direct*.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
GEORGE W. GRAY*.
Mar. 21st, 1905.

on

Competent man and wife to
premises during summer.
J. M. THAYER,

work

full skirt, straps of
ONE LOT of linen colored goods, box plaits from the neck,
«>
75c.
pink, blue and red on belt, plaits and cuff, Ί to years,

front and back, pearl
ONE LOT pure linen Dresses, blouse waist with wide plaits
<1 to 14 years,
$2.75
buttons, red tie, large sleeve, full box plaited skirt,
Be sure to see these before

Elmhurst Farm,
Paris, Me.

making.

moved from the house of Mrs. L. C.
I WΕ Deed » reliable man (or woman) to sell our
William G. Rand, Esq., of the Boston
Morton, where they have been living for
family remedies direct to the bomee of South
the cast three months, into the house of Chamber of Commerce, arrived at Beal's
1'arle. St-· ad y work and good pay 11 the right
NOTICE.
Hotel, Norway, last week, where lie will
C. Freeland Penley on High Street.
perton. Address. "H," Democrat Offlr.e.
teach
is
notice
that
she
who
subscriber
The
of
hereby
Crockett,
the
matter
give
make headquarters until
Miss Lucelia
lias been duly appointed administratrix of the
is at home for a
Preparations are being made for an land damage is arranged, when, provided
■Π4 in Mayoard, Mass.,
estate of
old folks' conccrt to be held at the M. E. a
can be made,
\> tvk s vacation.
REUΙΙΚΝ C. CHADBOURNE, late of frveburg.
satisfactory
arrangement
church on or about April 12th. Prof. lie
In the County of Oxford, deceased, anil given
expects to begin work on the road by
A man and wife to carry on the
All persons having
Win. B. Edwards, who has been con- Wight will assist and a good time is
bonds as the law directs
hnjt and complete and put it in ing.
Prices of Ice for season of 1005 aud demands against the estate of sold deceased arc Bethel Town
K. of
No.
Pennesseewassee
18,
Lodge,
tined to the house with a rheumatic anticipated. Further notice next week. May
Farm, year beginning
I
and
summer.
this
same
for
the
settlement,
desired
to
present
coming
operation
able fur two months, is out again.
P., have an invitation from New Auburn until further notice.
to Selectnext.
all !· lebteu thereto are requested to make payThe Congregational pulpit was supment Immediately.
Lodge, No. 51, to visit that lodge tho
The Hose Companies Organize.
FAMILY
TRADE.
Me.
I'lie national game is getting iuto gear plied on Sunday by Rev. H. N. Pringle
Bethel,
men,
DDI
Ε
M.
WALKER.
Λ
Mar. 21st, 1905.
middle of April and work the Knight
the season, and present indications of Water vil le, secretary of the Christian
Saturday evening was the time of the degree. The invitation will probably
·$ .75
15 pounds daily per month,
than
,re that it will rage more ti<>rcely
Civic League. He also addressed a well •innual meeting of the hose
44
"
"
"
be accepted.
1.(10
20
ever this year.
attended temperance meeting in the and hook and ladder company
The gentlemen of the M. E. church
44
44
44
44
1.25
25
mg the South Paris fire department. The will give a supper and entertainment at
< hurles II. Thayer has bought the evening.
44
44
44
44
filled and the G. A. R. Hall
were easily
1.50
.50
house on Park Afreet,
Tuesday evening. A firstF. P. Burbauk, P. G., and Carl Mason, companies
rjje F. <
effected. A full I class
44
44
44
44
organization
promptly
will
be
1 .75
entertainment
and
35
■ι nue rent of which he has been living
Aurora
supper
and
P. CM of Mt. Mica Lodge
is given below:
list
in order and the attendance is expectcd
f. r some time.
Kncampment go to Gorhain, V. Η this
CREAM.
FOR
ICE
ICRj to be large.
HOSE COMPANY SO 1.
to attend the funeral
H. W. Dennison and family have tuov- Monday morning
| C. B. Cummings A Sons have engaged
Foreman—Ε M Dunham.
20 pounds 5c., !J0 pounds 10c., 100
of 1». C. 1'., Robert Peufold, who died
fr 'tn their house on I'ark Street to
'■
i H. Barron, an experienced cook, to go
at
that
15c.
1st,
'00,
place.
Mrs. Dennison's April
pounds
h ike their home with
in
their
!
to Bemis and do the cooking
Plpeman-J λ Kecor·!. Jr.
Shaved Ice per bushel 15c.
t.ttber, \V. B. Stuart, on Western Avenue.
Alna Woodbury Cole of Crystal, N.
Dorr.
Η.
house.
boarding
Assistant I'lpeman—Ε
l»i.
J. I». llurucM. (it-urge H. Kol>ert«on
H., visited his uncle, F. P. Burbauk, a
Shaved Ice per half bushel 10c.
May E. Chaffin of Buck field is visiting
Special theatre train South Paris few
E Clark' ""'lln Cullvrt, Win. A.
last week. Mr. Cole is a
COVERT AND BLACK TAFFETA COATS ARE WHAT YOU
days
her grandmother, Mrs. Clara A. Hayden,
April
!.. Lewiston, Wednesday evening.
WHOLESALE.
won
He
senior at Bridgtou Academy.
on Pleasant Street.
h. to '-Isle t>f Spice." Order your
j
You'll never see a
HOSE COUPANT NO 2.
SHOULD WEAR THISm SPRING, WE HAVE THEM.
the Brown prize for essay last year and
All customers taking 500 pounds and
Philip F. Stone has accepted a posi>»*.rs of K. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.. by 3 P.
Foreman—M ) run W. Maxim.
class.
sack suit style
Less
See posters and is the valedictorian in his
tion at E. S. Paul & Co.'s store, Lewis- over at one dealing §1.50 per ton.
snappier
v.. Friday, April 7th.
Assistant Foreman-ι K. Eil wants
A SILK OR MOHAIR SHIRT WAIST SUIT TOO, WE CAN
;
< 'erk—Milton Me\lister.
ton, and will go there in a few days.
than the Hart, SchallMt. Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F., conferred
500 pounds at one dealing §2.00 per
dodger*.
than
Πμ«·ιιιαη-Konollo Edwarle
Charles A. Hemmingway has closed
the tirst decree on two candidates last
SHOW YOU THE SUITS OR MATERIALS TO MAKE
AssIsUnt ripenian—Charles Cut'er.
ton. Farmers supplied at ice house as
wen tables at whist were entertaipner & Marx varsity.
are
II F I his labors at the power station and will
vv.
g.
Weston
»
L.
.lr,
evening.
Norway
Lodge
Starl.lnl,
Thursday
Carrie
Miss
i by Miss(iraceTliaver and
at
ton.
wanted
of
$1.50
blacksmith.
in
his
trade
A.
Abbott.
per
engage
THEM.
Here you see illusto visit Mt. Mica Lodge next Thursday Thurlow, C. E. Campbell. Ueorg
evening,
H iil at Miss Thayer's Thursday
Mrs. Geo. I. Cummings is entertaining
UOSE COM PAN V NO. 3.
w.us
enjoyed. evening, and their decree team will contrated the single breastand a delightful time
E.
C.
a time.
for
Mrs.
lier
Stuart,
sister-in-law,
SUITfer the third degree on four candidates.
Foreman—Λ. W. Walker
WE ALSO HAVE A FINE LINE OF WAISTINGS AND
The refreshments were lemonade and
Alice I. Frost, one of the candidates in
Aolrtant Foreman—Κ Ο. Mtllett.
ed varsity.
Dealer in Ice,
At its aunual meeting last Saturday
Clerk—W A. Ktlwanle.
tancy crackers, and bon bons.
the Boston Herald teachers' contest, is a
INGS IN THE FANCY COTTON GOODS.
R.
Strickland.
tn—W
It will suit you to
NORWAY.
elected
AXT>
PARIS
I'lpein
SOUrII
the People's Water Company
i Norway lady. All Norway people thereScxt week the Democrat will publish
Assistant Plpeman-Vernal Kilwartls.
the following officers:
entiw """"· '· fore save their votes for her and hand
serial
as well as to look
a
new
wear
of
installment
first
the
Pari·.
of
Town
President—J. HivU»#-* Bean
them to her sister, Eda Frost, at Prince
tled "The Wings of the Morning," bf
We show it in
Τ Kecor»l.
at.
l*re-»l
!ent—iM*ar
Vice
of
Sisters' store on Main Street.
1IOSE COM PAN V SO. 4
Louis Tracy. It is a thrilling tale
Sve mu! Τ it;.is —tieoige M. Atwotxl.
TRimePORTATlOS.
L. I. Gibert will open a meat market
neat patterned worstForeman— I. E Murch
■SunerlntemteBt— WtneTow B. Younic.
adventure and love on a Pacific island,
K Cummin**.
(. ollee or—John \V (_ uie.
and will keep you interested if you once
j at the Locke Store on Main Street.
'J1 F;'r,1m„aD—Κ·
eds and Scotch ellect*.
llrown.
On April 6th, 1905, the Sui-cr'ntcntllng School
Cltrk-Saiifor<l
Director·1—I. H:i-llnn- ''ean. Wm. B. I(u<n>ell,
John Rhodes is repairing his Tucker Coniniltt
e of the town of l'arl» will cunslder
*V. B. Young.John W. Chute. J. KitwarU Murch.
begin it.
Plpi'iimn—J K. K venu.
abundance
Suits in
P.
Street house.
Marston.
bids f ir the transportation of pupil* for the enAKHl-tant I'lpeman—W.
Journal:
Remark from the Biddeford
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Clifford went
Μ. V Porter Frne.t Η Crockett, W. I.. ItonThe attorney for the Grand Trunk suing term or term* In the followlne district*,
I
makother
from
This
Whlttemore.
club.
AUle
DeCoster.
S.
9now's
good
Fails,
Record.
viz.:
Bolster.
"South Paris has a Fan-Tan
Ό Monmouth Saturday to attend the ney. James
Railway was in town recently looking -t -arn*Hall,
All bids mu«t
'Mil districts, bo called.
for we are iiiucmI of liis mother, Mrs. Lucy I)unn
HOSE COM PAN V NO 3
All prices, $5 to
may do for Oxford County,
ers.
into the condition of the passengers in lie In wilting, sealed, nn pr< sente I to the u··Des
assured that it is composed of young Clifford.
Mrs. Clifford died in
Foreman—Frank L. Starblnt.
the late branch accident.
derslgned liefore noon of \prll fith 1ίΧ>5. InYour money
$20.
Assistant Foreman—υ. H. Swan.
formation Ht· lo route* may Im· had of the Superwi men. but in Cumberland and possibly
Moines. Iowa, at the home of her daughV. W. Hills, optician, has enlarged intendent
Α.
IVheeler.
of School».
Clerk-K
She was nearly 80
York it would be regarded as an object ter, Wednesday.
back on an unsatisfac
and refurnished his optical department.
C Bee ev.
The Hirht Is reserved to reject any or all hide.
Plpeman—W.
t snanicion bv the uolice."
E. Cushman.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOL*
His rapidly increasing business demands
years of age, and leaves six children,
Autant Flp< raan-F.
If. L Dow, W. W. I
For the town of Paris.
tory purchase.
The
I the latest and best facilities.
four daughters and two sons.
£Γ· fcarl ,Jes8ey.
Γ' J. Ï?
Mm. Remember Snell, who died at the
E. Thomas.
Jacobs,
funeral is at Monmouth Monday afterW. S. Sloan is at work for Aiphonso
home of her son-in-law, S. M. iHirgin.
Charles at North Waterford.
S*> years noon.
,.ιι Kim Hill, March 25th. was
foreman—lluwanl M. Sh'.w.
John W. Foley, of Torus Soldiers'
of age. She was the daughter of Calvin
AnuNtant Foreman—Stanley Wheeler.
Kareiy uo tilings ury oui a» mejr u»*o
Homo, is here on a three-months1 furG erk—Hon. A. Bean
Whitman and sister of the late John for the past week. The warm weather
From pure White
Charl·-· Κ Newell. Allien Steven·, Nelson G. lough. Joint is pleased to he at home
Whitman, ami was the last of the family. of the early part of the week sent tlie
Kl-ler, Frank A. Bonn»;, HaroM C. Fletcher,
strain direct.
Hawkins'
50c. per
again.
Interment will he at Turner.
snow ami ice Hying, until the ground is •iarvls M. I'uble.
Copyright 190Ç by
Chester Holdon was operated upon
Ρ M. WYMAN,
all hare except in the woods.
selling.
nearly
Marx
Public
Library
Hart Schatfncr
for
Λ meeting of the Paris
a
Lewistou
physician,
Meeting.
Saturday,
by
Special Corporation
Hie gale uf Saturday and Sunday capPat is, Me
West
with
Association has been called for next
from
the
of
the
removal
lungs,
pus
Λ special meeting of the South Paris
the job, and driod out the surface
Saturday evening, to see if the associa- ped
Mr. Holden has been
success.
until the «lust Hew in clouds. Streets Village Corporation has been called on marked
To the Honorable County Commissioners of the
tion will vote to make the use of the
Count·.- of Oxford :
the
of
a
village, Tuesday, April 11, at 7:80 p. m. The dangerously sick with typhoid pneuare dry over
good part
vilthe
within
to
free
library
/esidents
The undersigned, Selectmen of Ma on, ilu'y
monia for some weeks.
to
are
several
warrant
out
in
the
have
been
named
days. objects
prothe and bicycles
limits,
authorized
by a vote of the Inhabitant» of said
comprovided
have
lage corporation
C. B. Cummings A* Sons
matter
a
of
the
the
care
for
vide
parks,
at a meeting legally held for that purpose,
corporation makes an appropriation for
Sunday, April !>;h, will be the 40th which was accidentally omitted at the menced sawing pine at the upper mill. town,
represent that the county road, In
respectfully
the benefit of the library.
said tuwn of Mason, leading from near U. S.
anniversary of Lee's surrender at Appo- annual meeting; to see what sum of They will run day and night.
to Tvlert 'Wn. so-called, be discontinWestletgh's
moved
have
Fred
Cole
matox, and it seems very titling that G.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
for the
we, therefore, request your Honor*, sfter
The county commissioners at their A. K. men should observe and celebrate money the corporation will raise
Westbrook to Fair Street in this ued. have
caused duo notice to I e given, to view
benefit of Paris Public Library; and to from
yon
session here last Tuesday ma<U· an ap- this
Wm. K. Kiiuball Post ami
taken
has
Cole
I
Mr.
day.
and make such dl-contlnuanccs as you
sal
route
possession
vote to accept village.
and as In duty
propriation of seventy-five dollar* toward Relief Corps will have a supper at G. A. see if the corporationthewill
his
new business, the Cole jewelry may deem expedient anil pro|ier,
of
the act passed by
Methinlist
legislature
perthe
ever pray.
will
bell
in
boiind
the
replacing
business
This
K. Hall ou Saturday evening, April 8th,
office.
the
Dear
store,
post
of
13th
of
March, 11)05.
of a system
Date I at Mason, this
day
church, which is used for a court bell. after which an interesting entertainment mitting the establishment
is in its was conducted by Mr. Cole's brother
ERVIN HUTCHINSON, ) Selectmen
A subscription paper has also been cir- will be furnished. A general invitation .municipal lighting. This act
of
A. G. I.OVEIOY,
Horaco for years and is an excellent inculated among the citizens, and the sum is extended to all to be present to both general terms familiar to every one, and vestment.
) Mason.
Ε. A. GKOVKR,
what
the full text of it was published in the
U"W pledged is uot much short of
usual
The
a
entertainment.
from
and
has
returned
I)r. F. A. Ilayden
supper
Before it can become
last Democrat
will be required to replace the bell with
visit with his brother in Haverhill, Mass. [κκ w. ]
price for supper.
effective it must be accepted by a maa new one.
STATE OF MAINE.
Moses P. S'iles moved into his new
Mrs. J. it. Littlelield entertained the jority of the voters present at a meeting
uk Oxford, ss:
A of voters called for the purpose. Such home on Cottage Street, the Geo. L. CotJNTT
One of the evidences of the coming of Kan-Tans last Tuesday
evening.
December
Deal homestead, this week. The Haw- Board of County Commissioners, March
28,
spriuir was the appearance of the llube masquerade was the entertainment and acceptance merely gives the act full kins
«es-don, l!X>t ; held by adjournment
place, corner Main and Da-forili 1MB
Delicious legal effect, and does not bind the corHand, which paraded the streets Thurst was very much enjoyed.
been
has
repaired
the
satisfactory
Ul'ON
thoroughly
in
the
petition,
foregoing
Streets,
day afternoon. This new feature
refresh merits wi-re served and at a late poration t<» any dellnite action or exevidence having been received that the petition
and leased to Station Agent Chandler.
musical world is made up of divers and hour the party broke up and returned penditure in carrying out its provisions.
ers are responsible, and that inquiry Into the
to
the
of
of
the
are
one
and
the
town;
had
of
merits of their application 1* expedient, It is
tii their homes having
Further objects
eundrv young men
boys
meeting
No Clue to Wyman's Assailant.
Okhkuki», that the County Commissioners meet
also of certain cornet», clarionets, drums times of the season. If the Biddeford see if the corporation will vote to purthe house of Krvln Hutchinson of Ma-ou,
at
There is as yet absolutely no clue to on
MarkLot
and other instruments; also of overalls man could attend oue of the Fan-Tan chase 500 feet of new hose and raise
Square,
33
lune β, 11)05, next, at ten or
who shot the Tuesday,
clock λ. M., and thence proceed to view
for costume and paper banners for ad- parties he would have the time of his money to pay for it. and "To see what the identity of the person
ImmeIn
said
petition;
MAINE.
the station agent, in the route mentioned
at life and would feel assured no sheritf action the
B.
that
in
relasaid
is
will
take
It
PARIS.
Wyman,
Ralph
SOUTH
corporation
vertising purposes.
station diately after which view, a hearing of the parties
the sound of the martial music even the was needed. "Fan-Tan, no man."
tion to the adoption of by-laws to regu- the Portland and Rumford Falls
and their witnesses will be had at some convenient
late the use of bicycles in the streets and at Hartford, on the evening of Sunday, place In the vicinity, and such other measures
halt and lame braced up and stepped in
A well patronized food and candy sale
taken In the premises as the Commissioners shall
March 2tS.
on the sidewalks within the limits of the
time to the beat of the drum, that Mel
And It Is further OKl>KRKD, that
EnChristian
the
Junior
held
was
by
went to the home of judge proper.
for
and
also
Wyman
establishing
Young
Cummin^s stopped sawing wood for
corporation;
notice of the time, place and purpose of the Com
deavor Society at the Congregational
or to revise his parents in Belgrade the morning mlssloners' meeting aforesaid be given to all
three minutes, and that three crows,
therein;
regulations
police
Stay* la In. or 6 in. apart
SUya la In. or 6 In. apart
afternoon, from J to 5.
after the shooting, and Sheriff Mclntire persons and corporations Interested, by causing
amend the prcseut by-laws."
which were approaching the village from vestry Thursday
entitled and
attested copies of said petition and of tills order
entertainment
the
In
interto
next
theeveniug
the
made
went
to
and
day
Belgrade
the southeast, wheeled about
thereon to !>c served upon the Clerk of the Town
Made of large, strong, high grade steel wires, heavily galvanized.
The Junior Garden was given. The
view him, but learned nothing of value of Mason and also iiostcd up In3 public places In
New Trial in Rovlnsky Cases.
back over their course, and wheu they
Is practically everand contraction.
for
affair was very successful throughout,
to
town and published three weeks succestdvcis
unable
said
search.
in
the
give
Wyman
still
Amply
were
flying.
went out of sight
A rescript was last week handed down
au<l reflects much credit upon Mrs.
ly In the Oxford Democrat a newspaper printed
assailthe
no matter how great a strain is put on it.
of
whatever
Never
description
wrong,
any
goes
lasting.
the law court in the two cases of
ut l'uris In said County of Oxford, the flrst of said
The all-consuming hole iu the water Marnes, superintendent of the Juniors, by
ant, who Ured from the darkness of the publications, and each of the other notices, to
Does not mutilate, but does, efficiently, turn cattle, horses, hogs
and upon the Joseph Hovinsky vs. the Northern Asbe- be made, served and posted, at least thirty
immediately
room,
Wyman
waiting
pipes, which was making the principal w he hud general charge,
Insuranco
vs.
Fire
to the end that
and pigs.
who took hold with surance Co. and same
and remaining so I days before said time of meeting, then and there
port of the drain on Pennesseewassee Juniors themselves,
two coming unconscious
of their Co. of Philadelphia County. These
I all persons and corporations may
Lake by way of the Norway Water I'o.'s enthusiasm, and as the result
several minutes. The bullet, which ! appear ami shew cause, If any they have, why
for
in
tried
October,
together
with cases were
lx>
EVERY ROD OF AMERICAN FENCE GUARANTEED
was of 32-calibre and was afterwards the prayer of said petitioners should not
reservoir, was discovered in this village work have some nineteen dollars
1903, and aroused much interest in those
It was a break in the six- which to assist in the church work.
in the binding of a book, went granted.
last Monday.
F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
the trial. The actions were found
ATTK8T:—CHARLES
heard
who
the manufacturers and by us. Call and see it. Can show you how
of Wyman's
inch main, not tar froin the house of
A true copy of said I'etltlou and Order of
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church brought to recover the insurance on through the upper part
lie
will stay fenced.
I
would
Street.
deflection
Nichols
thereon
on
Court
a
aud
John Ueiinett
slight
it will save you money and fence your fields so
Wednesday personal property in a house occupied by left arm,
held its annual meeting
tTTMT -CHAULES F. WHITMAN. Clerk
reason it had not been discovered earlier afternoon.
have sent it through his heart.
of the president,
was
which
Kumford
Reports
at
Falls,
Rovinsky
was that the water from it ran under the
Wyman had been in the Hartford stasecretary and treasurer were read show- damaged by tire. The schedule furnishfour weeks, having previousculvert and into the stream which drains
A calling ed
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
an excellent year's work.
in his proof of loss in- tion about
ing
Rovinsky
by
)
He In the matter of
the bog south of Nichols Street, so that committee has
been appointed each cluded over $2000 worth of property, in- ly worked for the Maine Central.
1
L. PHELPS,
FRANCES
J In Hankmptcy.
who would
for some indefinite period it had escap- month
the president, Mrs. S. C. Ord- cluding furs and other clothing to the does not know of an enemy
J
by
Bankrupt.
ed notice. How lari;e a volume of water
with a record of two hundred and amount of $073.00 hanging in the dining have any excuse for a murderous assault To the Hon. Clakknck IIai.k, Judge of the Distold, way,
was running to waste can not be
Apparently the object was trict Court of the United States for the District
sixteeu calls, made on the sick, shut-ins room closet which was
against the on him.
of Maine:
and the plunder obtained was
but it was more than the reserve capac- and strangers. Flowers have been sent
and in the centre of the tire. robbery,
chimney
ES L. PHELPS, of Rumford, In the
was
break
railSOUTH PARIS.
MARKET
ity of the pumps. Since the
Letters written to the The defence was made on the ground of five dollars and a watch fob, the
to the sick.
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
in
at
room
no
in
difficulty
Wyman's
repaired there has been
said Diet let, respectfully represents that on
absent and two letter calendars. Five fraud on the part of the plaintiff. Hon. road money being
last past, he was duly
maintaining the pressure, in spite of new members have been received. John P. Swasey was counsel for plaintiff, his boarding place. That a man whose the 12th day of November,
reof a small sum at most adjudged bankrupt under the Acte of Congress
several other small breaks, and it is uot
to the illness of some of the mem- and Hon. Leslie C. Cornish of Augusta object is robbery
to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrenOwing
lating
off
out
start
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE WITH YOUR FEET AND
to
as
the
so
reckless
to
shut
be
now
should
<-f
pressure
and
rights
property,
necessary
dered all his property
bers the election of officers was post- for defence.
with all the requirements
in
to
murder,
result
shot
ha*
a
of
the
and
with
compiled
fully
likely
day.
during any part
WANT TO HE MADE HAPPY COME AND BUY A
Several days were occupied with the
poned for one month.
of Court touching
is a feature of the case difficult to un- of said Acts and of the orders
a verdict was returned for the
and
his
for
trial,
bankruptcy.
all
charges
On and after April 'JOth
PAIR OF THESE BOOTS.
The next and last supper of the
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decrocd
for the full amount of the derstand.
electric current furnished for either light Universalist (iood Cheer Society will be plaintiff
bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
cases
two
in
the
policies, aggregating
debts provable against his estate under said
SCIATIC RHEUMATISM CURED.
or power bv the Norway and Paris Street
held Tuesday of this week. April 4, at
This verdict is set aside and a
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exRailway will be made on a meter basis. Good Cheer Hall. Supper will be served $1579.50.
"I have been subject to sciatic rheu- cepted bv law from such discharge.
which
The
trial granted.
rescript,
Notice to that effect has been seut to at ΰ:·'»0 after which will be given the new
Ε.
H.
Waldron,
Dated this 31st day of March, A. D. 1906.
matism for years," says
is by Judge Whitehouse, is quite long,
FRANCES L. PHELPS, Bankrupt.
all their customers, accompanied by a
"Murder Will Out,"
of Wiltou Junction, Iowa. "My joints
farce,
laughable
Considerwords.
1500
some
containing
schedule of prices. All flat rates will be with the following cast:
OKOEK OF NOTICE THEREON.
were stiff and gave me much pain and
of
the
behalf
in
the
of
able
testimony
a
abolished, and each customer put on
discomfort. My joints would crack District op Maikk, ss.
ti rami am ill lee, an ol«l Yankee Woman.
case is characterized as un*'re. Park. plaintiff's
meter. The maximum rate is 15 cents
On this 1st day of April, A. D. 1906. on readwhen I straightened up. I used Chamand incredible.
reasonable,
Mr*.
improbable
King.
minimum
a
her
icraD<Mautchler
l.eDaHtl'es,
Balm and have been ing the foregoing petition, it Is
per thousand watts, with
berlain's Tain
an<l Minnie Sprague, l.eoa'* frlenua.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing lie had
Taylor
Ma;
cents.
Monthly
mouthly charge of 50
Mrs Kip ev, Mr·. Amtrew·.
thoroughly cured. Have not had a pain upon the same
Oift for the Maine Sanatorium.
on the '21st day of April, A. D.
F. W. FAUN'CE, Salesman.
Mr*. Κ me ley.
bills amounting to 510.00 per month or Dinah, a colu e< I cook
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
or ache from the old trouble for many l'.s'ft, before said Court at Portland, In said I)ls·
hae
at
Hebron
Maine Sanatorium
The
a Mtuatlon.
fur
in the forenoon ; and that no
looking
o'clock
at
10
O'Flaherty,
wondermore are subject to discount on a sliding
a
most
Rrblget
trict,
It is certainly
months.
a
of
Mrs.
Burbank
the
in
bequest
shape
bad a windfall
tli e thereof be published In tho Oxford DemoTolophouo 112-8.
scale, running from 5 per cent to ·><> per
ful liniment." For sale by Shurtleff & crat, a newspaper
printod In said District, ami
of $15,000, the gift of a gentleman from
Maine.
OxIn
cent—the latter rate applying only to Good music, both vocal and instrumental,
South Taris; Jones Drug Store,
Norway,
that all known creditors, and other persons
91 Main St.,
A out of the state, whose name is withheld Co.,
luteroht, may appear at the said time and place,
bills which amount to f150.00 per month will be interspersed during the farce.
Store, Norway.
his request. The gift is made with- ford; Noyes Drug
and show cause, If any they have, why the
For motor power the price runs from HI sociable will follow for which good at
=
said petitioner should not l*j gra'nte I
Prices as out conditions, and the same gentleman SERIOUS
furnished.
TROUBLE prayer of
STOMACH
cents per thousand watts, ac- music will be
cents to
Aud It la further ordered by the Court, Thai
has offered to give the sanatorium an
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known crcd
CURED.
cording to the amount used. All bill* usual.
additional $10,000 as soon as a like sum
Hors copies of said petition and this onler. ail
are payable at the company's office, and
I was troubled with a distress in my dressed to them at their places of residence a<
The trustees of the
can be raised.
w ill be discounted 5 per cent if paid beInfant's Body Found at Mexico.
I
stated.
association are at liberty to use the stomach, sour stomach and vomiting ! Witness the Ho». Clakknck Hale, Judge ol
fore the 10th of the month following
The dead body of an infant was found entire sum for the purpose of putting spell·, and can
truthfully say that I the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland
date of bill.
that are
at Mexico, Monday evening, March 27,
me a" your old
such buildings as are needed to Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab , in wild District, on the tat day of April, A. D
J
Granite up
Coats, short and three-quarter
We have in a new line of New
a larger number of pa- lets cured me.—Mrs. T. V. Williams, Ι'ΛΛ.
just at dusk, in the woods above
accommodate
some of th«
on
a"ow
to
'w'"
noticed
no
use
have
JAMES
Ε.
Clerk.
IIEWEY,
*ou
People
^ou·
[L.8.]
Street. The discovery was made by tients. The capacity of the present Laing*burg, Mich. These tablets are
>
w
A true copy of petition and onler thereon.
to
elm trees in the village rolled-up leave»
raw
are wort^ 'n
oure every case of stom·
: some children who were playing there,
Attest: JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
building is limited to 20 patients, and guaranteed to
i»f last year's growth which suggested
The body was wrapped in cloths, and there has been a constant demand for aoh trouble of this character. For salf
the brown-tail moth. No one here i>
was
at present by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jonei
tai : the condition of the wrappings
NOTICE.
and
many more patienta than can
quite sure of identifying a brown
1 am well equipped with the latest instruments and appliances to determine
I such that it is thought the body had be accommodated
for treatment. A Drug Store, Oxford ; Noyee Drugstore In the District Court of the United States foi
moth nest, but examination of a numbei
a short time.
of tbe eye, and should you need glasses will fit you with the
defect
there
been
be
correct
soon
only
will
In
of
Maine.
;
trustees
District
the
any
tha
of
the
Bankruptcy.
Norway.
meeting
of these leaves from one tree shows
In the matter of
As there is no coroner in that vicinity held to take action on the matter, and
ο
all the latest styles and colors.
ASA Ε BARTLETT, indl-|
they coutain nothing that is alive
In Silk, $13.50, in Brilliantines,
Price
Lens at
since the death of Fred A. Porter, also to raise the additional $10,000.
"I have used Chamberlain's Stomact
Best French
evi
were
In Bankruptcy
vldually and as a member of }·Wn
likely to come to life. They
was
summonBasset
P.
Coroner Albert
for we are certain that we
and Liver Tablet· with most satisfactory I the flrm of Kartlett ft Buzzell |
soro<
Be sure to look at our lines before
dently last season the home of
ed from Norway to hold an inquest.
J
For a Short Time. Difficult Cases Solicited. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Honey
Charles Rumley of Great Works met result·," aaya Mrs. F. L. Phelps, Hou» of Mexico, Bankrupt.
sort of insect, but there is in them no*
and the prices are right.
To the creditors of A sa Ε. Bartlett In thi
suit
will
that
of
certain
absence
have
to
biliousnesi
the
parties
you,
mill
For
something
a
in
Texas.
Owing
accident
ton,
indigestion,
paper
! Refunded. Embrace this opportunity and save your sight.
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
nothing but the dirt left by the forme whose testimony was desired, the in- with a shocking
mosi
Notice Is hereby given that on the 1st day ο
has pick
Tuesday. His arm was caught in a belt and constipation these tablets are
occupants. But G. H. Porter
12th.
until
E. Bartlett wa
Co.
D.
said
Asa
was
A.
à
tne
Shurtleff
April
1905,
Eyes tested and fitted at your home. Drop a postal to
Sold
in
full
and
April,
adjourned
excellent.
by
which he was throwing on,
ed from the elms in front of bis house quest
Nor duly adjudicated bankrupt, Individually and ai
wai
arm
the
Store,
South
Drug
Paris;
Noyes
view of fellow employee
a member of the Arm of Bartlett ft Buzzell, an<
and burned, a number of nests differen
James E. Dunning, for some time the torn completely off. The unfortunate way; Jones Drug Store, Oxford.
that the drat meeting of bis creditors will be bel·
from those described above, and wine
at the Court House. In South Paris, on the 1WI
Portland
the
Press
on
the
of
while
1
editor
train
waj
on
the
man died
managing
he believes to be those of the brown-tai
18-4.
Merrill fltudlo, NOrway, Maine.
lay of April, A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In th<
»
X«tk«ril Mother·! Mother» I
Portland Advertiser, has beer to a Bangor hospital. He leaves a wife
moth. Every oue should look his tree and the
forenoon, at which time the said creditor
at Milan
are at this season feverUI 1
cousul
States
of
the
children
Graduate
How
United
a
trustee
child.
their
Practical
many
I
and
one
claims,
and
Scientific
attend,
appoint
Mass.
Optician.
prove
may
appointed
of Boston,
over rarefully and inspect everythini
and constipated, with bad stomach and headache : examine the bankrupt and transact such othe ; Formerly
This means a distinct Ion tc
11 β Italy.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for children wtl business aa may properly come before sal t
suspicious. It is possible to keep
a Pinch, «se ALLE.I'S FOOT-Ε VSK
Philadelphia Optical College; 15 years practical experience.
or Infants and Children.
c Maine journalism, but will be of grea ; I·
1
wll
are
If
worms
present
cure.
they
and
energeti
""
always
meeting.
s f
pest away by prompt
Shake into your shoes Allen'· Foot-Ease,
Consultation and advice free.
I
β advantage to Mr. Dunning in hie literary
remove them. At alldranltta. 25 eu
ther
1805
certainly
S
South
Paris.
hold
a
I,
Painful
April
it
once
gets
*
action, but if
powder. It cure· Corn·, Bunion·,
8. Olm
GEO. A. WILSON,
s work.
He has already won an envlahh smarting. Hot, Swollen feet. At all Druggist! Sample mailed FBBB. Address, Allen
Work.
Cheap.
Repair
of
Kind»
▲11
will be difficulty in making progrès
Optloal.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
sted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
{
and Shoe Stores, 36c.
position a· a «tory writer.
it.
..

I
I

Notice.

April 13th

I

companies!

I

!'ortè*rthUr

MAINE.
127-129 ΠΑΙΝ STREET, NORWAY,

Apply

Miss Prince has just returned from

compris-1

Lesley

WANTED.

Boston and New York and is now
prepared to show a larger line of
goods than ever before.

J

J

Stylish

Young Men.

BENNETT,

Get one of the $1.25 Quilts for $1
this month, for April first they

J

A111;1

will be $1.25.

Eggs

for

Hatching.

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
Maine.

Norway,

N.

H. B. Foster,

Bolster &, Co.

Dayton
Are

Wyandottes,

Norway.

improving and enlarging to

double the floor space in their

Carpet, Wall Paper and υ. Η. HEALD, Paris Hill, l*le„
HEADQUARTERS
Curtain Department
FOR

and will show March 1st the
largest and best stock we have
ever

AMERICAN FIELD AND HOC FENCE

carried.

READY-TO-WEAR HATS,
You

line of
Ready-to-wear Hats. We
have a large line to select
our

over

from.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,

FRAN

SQUARE,

BARGAINS IN TRUNKS.

few odd lots of medium and low
i priced trunks that I shall sell at a discount Call
and take advantage of this sale.
I have

expansion

cordially invited

are

to look

provides

a

by

they

LADYgWASHINGTON
Is the name of our perfectly comfortable lace boots for Women.

The price is $2.00 per pair.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

NORWAY, MAINE.

IN OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

Ladies'

Specialty

JAMES N. FAVOR, &°/8τβοκ"

/ÛL

Er

ι

Money ^aved!

ifeli

Bf'ng

^

glasses

fXC^an5e ^or

Crystalline

j

length, price» $4.50

$17.50.

Spring

$6.98.
buying,

Half

j

!

!

against

NEW SPRING COATS.
New Shirt Waist Suits,

■

■

Store.

I'dR.

A. DeWITT

PARMENTER, Eye Refractionist,

Li.

Telephone

M. LiUNT,
136 Main St., Norway.

CASTORIA
flu Kiad You Hav· Alwais Bought

jf/Ff

C&yffi&Xc&v.

TORTURING RHIN.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

ro

close

out

—

Carpets

Wool

odd patterns and clean

up stock

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Wiin and Danforth Sts.,1

Half This Man's Sufferings WouM
Have Killed Many a Person,
But Doan's Cured Him.
Thousands of grateful people are telling every day how l>oan's Kidney Pills
cured thriii of distressing aud dangerous
kidney a'id bladder troubles.
Yi other thousands are suffering every
day fr»ui these h,iuie ills. Why? They
are either very u ^ligent or very skeptical. Xegïei t of kidney disorders leads to
drop-y. di il '.s, ltright's disease aud
other fatal diseases.
Simvre. ho .est testimony like the following should convince every skeptic.
A. C. Sprague. stock dealer, of Normal,
III., writes: "For two whole year* I
was

doing nothing but buying medicines

kidI do
think that

to cure my
ney

not

MAINE.

NORWAY,

auy

s.

man

ever

suffered as I
did and lived.

The pain in my
so
was
back
bad that I

could not sleep
at
night. I
could uot ride
A. C. si'KAGUE.
unable even
a horse and sometimes?·wa
My condition was critto ride iu a *ar.
ical when I sent for lean's Kidney Pills.

Αιι«·Ίΐβ i*-" tire a «Wot. ^
auh'kl/ a«o>rtain nr
nren:i»n ·« pr»bnt y
•Inns ·: io»ly <·' ri*M<

:.:.J

uectrfptlvii
»

ui»'

Nether ».
η five
Oummunloi.
«>kon Patent:
<
Ki
lui
putviil*.
I«i.t licO. >Ι·ΚΚ
rtwlff
tr* ui··» Vu. ·ι Λ t
t'nti- :.·»
iff cull NotiC, »!thuiil ctiiir.u. tu lue

Sdcniiftc Jïfflcrica».

w<H>klr.
Inr.-Mt cir4 l.artUnwx 'f
culation ot » * -Mriitlttc J<>uriiaL Tirrui». Ill
so.U by -J1 r.ewttleaien.
fi'U» iu.
<e;ir

u Co.38'8^· New York
XUNN
U. £.
Branch Uffloe, Kb ¥ *t.. Wmhiiwt
vil,

W. H. Winchester,

1 used three boxes and they cured me.
Now I can go anywhere aud do as much
I sleep well and feel no disas anybody.
comfort at all."
A FKKK TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Sprague will
be mailed on application to any part of
the I'nited S'a'i-s. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn <V. Buff»)·, Ν. Y.

dealers; price, fifty

cents

per box.

DeWitt
DeWitt Is the name to lock tor «hen
you co to buy Witch Hazel Salvo.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve Is the
origin·! and only genuire. In fact
DoWitt'sIs the only Witch Hazel Salve
that la made from the unadulterated

A

Witch-Hazel

FOR

HE»DQUARTFRS

All others are counterfeits—base Imitations. cheap and worthless —even
dangerous DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
la a specific for Piles: Blind. Bleeding.
Itching and Protruding Piles. AlsoCuta,
Burns. Bru.ses. Sprains. Lacerations.
Contusions. Boils. Carbuncles. Eczema.

SALVE

rMs,

PKCPAUICD BY

E.C. DeWitt ζ Co.,Chica<o
Sola

RecTds, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Catalogues

sent on

^

by r. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Taxidermist,!

Licensed

MASONIC BLOCK,

Telephone Connection.

NORWAY.

application.

Easy and Quick I

Soap-Making
with

BANNER LYE

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can rf liannr Jye in cold

melt 5 «ί lbs. vt grease, pour the
btir and put
in the grease,
aside tu set.
Pull Direction· on Every Package
The can
is
Jiunnrr
water,

Lye

water

pulverized.

lye
opened

and closed at will, perat 1
mitting the u e of a small quantity
It ii just tVo articlc needed
time.
It will clean pair'
every household.

may be

wnWr
floors, marl lea:ultie wurk. soften
.1
pipe*
diainfett sinl. «.lo.^ti
\Yri:e fur Ljok!.t "v..s <y

1 ye"—free.
The tVac

Ilillalt^h

C^caifca!
-lb>.

(

«" t"u

ύ|. η

"..ι*.

Btfjre You Purchase Any Other Write
THE NEW HGME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

ORANGE, MASS.
are made to sell regard·
Hon»*·
is madi
less ol qua. :y, but the
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out.
We make Sew r.j Machines to suit all condition»
.»w lloiu?*'stands at tht
ofthetrade. The
head o! all
family sewing machines
S«l«l by aiilborixt'U ilrulen uuljr.

Many Sowir.it Machines

'*

*"

liobl»*

Variety Store Co.. Agent·,
Norway, Maint'.

A. W. Walker &. Son,
Dealers in

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Heralock and Poplar, delivered on earn at
any K. K.Statiou frura Puwualto bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PEN LEY, West Paris.
J. 31. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May !W, liMX.

8. RICHARDS.

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT)
—

AH Work Warranted.

ALSO

Cement sidewalks made in iS and
34 inch squares for $1.00 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.

GRADUATE OPTIC IAN.

Kodol

Dyspepsia

Cure

niaosts *5»?t you eat.

South Paris, Maine.

200 FARMS FOR SALE

TROUT'S SPRING LIST descri bes the 200 best barjcains selected
(roui over ;;,000(arms listel w ith us (or sale in Maine, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York. Delawareatnl Murylund.5 to
1,000acre·, IfiOO to fc.O.000: on easv terms. Cuts show the buildings ou SOof tlua>e (arms. Smm
have sltck. teeis ia4 heasckoU feroiiirt iecludrt. All described in detail with travelling instruction» so that you can visit the form and trade with the owner. It is the most complete book of
real farm barxaius eTer iasued. Just out; mailed free. Write to-day. Address
Ε. A. STROUT. ISO Naaaau St. Ν. V. City, Tremont Tempi·, Boeto·, or Augusta, Maia·.

S

-A

W. O.

Frothingham,

gout·.

South Paris,

D. M.

Oomapondeiioe on topic* of lnterwt tothe la>ti
U toQcited. Addrew : Editor HOMnuxm»
CoLumr, Oxford Democrat, F»rU. Mala*.·.
Chocolate

Ficnch, Norway.

Recipes.

No. Se.—Strtigr Beheading·.
VIENNA CHOCOLATE.
Behead u musical instrument and
Shave fine two squares of unsweetenbave a musi.al Instrument.
ed chocolate; add one pint of hot water;
Behead "the outer edge" aud have when dissolved add one scant teacupful
the outer edge.
of brown sugar and one pint of milk;
Behead a comparatively small por- put this over the fire in a granite saucetion of laud und have a large division pan and stir frequently. Dissolve two
heaping teaepoonfuls of cornstarch in
of land.
one-half a cup of milk and add it slowly
Behead a violent disturbance of wato the hot mixture. Let the whole boil
ter and have a slight disturbance of
up once and the cooking is done. Break
water.
one
egg into a quart bowl and pour over
Behead rough or primitive and huve it one-half of a cupful of hot water, (not
rough or primitive.
boiling), and beat thoroughly with an
Behead at a distance and have uear egg beater. Place one-half of this in the
chocolate pitcher, and pour the chocoby.
Add
Behead to strike at with a sword and late in slowly through a strainer.
the remainder of the foam and serve.
have to strike at with a whip.
The liquid must not be boiling when
mixed with the egg, or the egg will
No. 27.—A Charade.
make eight
curdle. This recipe will
My first is a kind of seat;
good-sized cupfuls.
cure.
His
last
may
your
My
CHOCOLATE BISCUITS.
Now take a glass and look within;
You'll see my whole. I'm sure.
to

FORGBT ABOUT ΤΟϋΒ STOMACH.
An Α»)1ιτ>*1 Story Por
If your IndlgMtion 1* bad the vital
Little Folks
and
fed
organ· of your body are not
Tbey
nourished aa tbey should be.
and invite disease. Kodol
grow weak Cure
digeata what you eat,
Dyspepsia
stomach
all
and
cures indigestion
troubles. You forget you have a stomach from the very day you begin taking
One day the leopard met eu ape on
it This is because it gets a rest—reas be was feeling a bit
cuperates and gradually grows so strong the rond, and
and healthy that it troubles you no hungry be decided to lit down and eat
E. L. Babcock, Amherst, Minn., the HttU fellow.
more.
says: "I have taken a great many reme"Very well," said the ape meekly. "I
for
dies
indigestion but bave found nothCure."
you will enjoy yourself, for I alto
Kodol
hope
Dyspepsia
ing equal

The Gunning Ape

digests what you eat, cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach, Belching, Heartburn and all Stomach Troubles.
Its preparation is the result of many
years of research. Sold by F. A. ShurtKodol

leff Λ Co.

daily
exclusively by

to be run
One of the
women.
features, we presume, will be a bright,
chatty man's page.
A new

CHRONIC

in

Chicago is

mean* health in later years. Ah the
child build* the adultshall be. Weakly,
not grow to vigorou*
man uud woman hood.
Childhood complaints yield easily to proper treatment— bnl the;· tlo
not correct the miel vet. The weak stouiai'h, pallid complexion,
listless tx-ariug. irritable temper, disturbed sleep, speak plainly of
f he alimenta com mon to children, most of which have their origin lu
disordered stomach and bowels.
The greatent safeguard to children's health is

neglected children do

Dr. True9s Elixir
For indigestion, irritability, constipation, i>oor apatite pc-visiineas,
(•vers, Mloiuach and liver troubled, und worms it is uuc<|ualed. l'urent»
of two generations have relied upon it. It restores sound, vigorous
health when nothing else will. First It remove.'· the ramie, then
aids nature to re|>air the ilamase ; builds anew the waste,
•nrichea the blood and sends a glow of health mid vigor
to «very organ und tissue oi the UhIv. \t all druggists, X>c.
Write tor free booklet: "Children and Their I >lseases."

DR. J. F. TRUE A CO.,
Auborrv

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

ί

1
,

•

»

·

·

3

·■»*«*

4

*

moderate

oven.

COCOA CKEAM.

Mrs. Younglove—Be sure not to pass
that cake on the sideboard to tbe guests
Mr.
this evening, won't you, dear?
Younglove—Why not? Mrs. Younglove
—Because I made a mistake and put in
bluing instead of vanilla. It tastes
queer, but isn't it a beautiful sky blue?

Put into a granite saucepan one-quarof a pound of cocoa, the same
·
*
•
amount of fine sugar, the yolks of three
·
egtrs and one-half pint of cream. Stir
*
8
7 · * ·
over the fire until the mixture begins to
1-2. the sky. 3 4. a city of Spain. 1-3. thicken, being careful not to let it curdle.
Rueiivn.LE, Ind.
to stutter. Strain and add another quarter of a pint
Mesers. Ely Brothers:—I have been a
possessing. 2 4. vijior.
threeand
7-S. not jis old. Γι-7. the name of a of cream stiffly whipped
great sufferer from catarrh and hav
of an ounce of gelatine which fever and tried
many things, but found
great explorer. H-x, one wh > saves an- quarters
a
has
been
soaked
in
little
found it in
previously
no permanent relief until I
other. 1-Γ». jumps on one foot. 2-G, to
cold water. Mix well together, pour
Ely's Cream Balm about eight years ago,
mix up. 3-7. a color. 4 S. not near.
into a mold and stand in a cold place and we have been fast friends ever since.
'until set.
(Rev.) R. M. Bentley.
No. ÎlÎ.-iieuKraiihlral Panlr.
Mesers. Ely Bros. :—Find enclosed 50
ENGLISH CHOCOLATE LAYER CAKE.
for which send me your Cream
Beat one cupful of butter with two cents,
Balm. I find your remedy the quickest
in
a
stir
tbe
of
to
cream;
sugar
cupfule
and most permanent cure for cold in the
yolks (beaten) of five eggs one by one, head, catarrh,
etc. Yours truly,
and tiie whites of two, one cupful of
Dell M. Potter,
milk and three and a half cupfule of
Gen. Mgr. Arizona Gold Mining Co.
sifted flour in which a large teaspoonful
of baking powder has been mixed. ButArchitect—"A bouse On this plan can
ter three shallow tins and put one-tbird be built for $3000."
of the mixture in each and bake. The
The Other Man—"I have no doubt it
filling is made of one-half a cupful of can. What I want to know is how much
of
with
boiled
one
sugar
tablespoonful
I'll have to pay you when it's built."
water to a syrup; whisk up the whites
of the three eggs left over from the cake
A TRIED AND TRUE FRIEND.
to a stiff froth and gradually add three
One Minute Cough Cure contains not
tablespoonfule of grated chocolate and an atom of any harmful drug, and it has
a
little essence of vanilla and the hot been
curing Coughs, Colds, Croup and
syrup. Spread two of the cakes with Whooping Cough so long that it has
this; place them one on top of the other proven itself to be a tried and true friend
laud are represented in the cut.
and ice the topmost with
chocolate to the many who use it. Mrs. Gertrude
icing.
E. Fenner, Marion, Ind., says: "Cough>'u. 3.Ί.—Dookle Acroatlr.
CHOCOLATE ICING.
ing and straining ao weakened me that I
My primais spoil the name of a faBeat to a froth the white of one egg, run down in weigbt from 148 to 02
After trying a number of rememous author; uiy lluals one of his adding gradually one teacupful of pow- pounds.
dered sugar, which has been mixed with dies to no avail, One Minute Cough Cure
works.
cured me."
Sold by F. A.
Crosswords (of equal length): 1. one-quarter of a pound of grated choco- entirely
Shurtleff A Co.
Strife·.
Era. 3. Conducted. 4. Λ late. Flavor with one teaspoonful of
0. The vanilla.
δ. I'criod.
common (fame.
"My wife," growled Champley, "is
CHOCOLATE CUSTARD.
the most forgetful woman."
first syllable of a vegetable sometimes
"Indeed?" politely queried his friend.
used medicinally. 7. 'to transgress. S.
Scrape with a knife one ounce of
"Yes. She can never remember in the
1U. A chocolate and mix with it one cupful of
I». To lubricate.
Λ little bed.
powdered sugar; wet this with two morning where I left my pipe the night
11. A small child.
common article.
spoonfuls uf boiling milk, working it before."
Have ready one quart of
into a paste.
Initial*.
No. 34.—CbanKetl
WON A NAME OF FAME.
boiled milk and stir the mixture into it,
Take a word meaning in or present when it reaches the boiling point, and
DeWitt's Little
Early Risers, the
made
and by prolixin;; different Initial let- also add six well-beaten eggs; stir this famous little pills, bave been
ters make an animal like a wiuged for three minutes and then strain. Set famous by their certain yet harmless and
liver.
bowels
and
in cold water stirring occasional- gentle action upon the
mouse, a domestic animal, a head cov- the pan
until cold, then add two teaspoonfuls They have no equal for biliousness, conering. a tenure of straw and a la rye ly
of vanilla and serve in glasses.
stipation, etc. They do not weaken the
cistern.
stomach, gripe, or make you feel sick.
CHOCOLATE SOUFFLE.
Once used always
preferred. They
Juat Little Imp·.
Ko. as
I'our two cupfuls of scalded milk over strengthen. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A
An Imp that would injure.
and
of
stale
breadcrumbs
one cupful
Co.
An imp that is rude.
let them swell for half an hour. Melt
An imp that is faulty.
one square of chocolate in a bowl over a
"Is she a good cook?" "She say· she
boiling kettle of water, add half a cup- is." "What do you think about it?"
ful of sugar and scrape it into the soaked "Well, I've beeu married long enough to
Kticure Uymnaatlc·.
bread, beating well. Add a dash of salt, eat what's put before me and never
1 time 3 plus 1 equals 11.
half a teaspoonful of vanilla and one think."
12 times 'J plus 3 equals 111.
123 times 'J plvs 4 injur.Is 1111.
egg slightly beaten. Turn this into a
buttered dish and bake for three-quar1231 times I» plus 5 equal» 11111.
Important te Mother·.
12315 limes U plus 0 equuls 111111.
Serve hot.
tcrs of an hour.
1-3 £0 times » plus 7 equals 1111111.
TtT«mlns carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
FEATHER CAKE.
CHOCOLATE
123£'J7 times 9 phis 8 equals 11111111.
• Mfe and enre remedy for Infanta and children,
12345<j7S times 9 plus 9 equals 111111111.
Work to a cream one and a half cup- and see that It
1 time S plus 1 equals 9.
fuls of sugar with half a cupful of butter;
12 times S plus 2 equals 9$.
Be4Mtbe
add three well-beaten eggs. Into a bowl
123 times t> plus 3 equals 987.
put eight tablespoonfulsof grated choco- Signature of f
1234 times b t>lus 4 equals 9876.
if
12345 times 8 plus 5 equals 98706.
late, three tablespoonfuls of sugar and In Uaa For Over 30 Tears.
y87>S4.
8
ii
1_34.V> times plus equals
beat in three tablespoonfuls of boiling
The Kind Ton Bar· Always Bought.
1234."·*·* time.· s plus Τ equals 9870543.
milk; add this to the cake mixture im123C>mS tin:, s S plus 8 equals 9S7t£4J2.
tiour
of
add
two
then
cupfuls
mediately,
1234507c>9 tifne.-' s plus equals 987054321.
iu which has been sifted two heaping
"Aren't you going to marry the photeaspoonfuls of baking powder.
tographer?"
Key |o the Pussier.
"No. I'm very muob afraid he drinks."
ENGLISH CHOCOLATE TAFFY.
No. 18. -Metagruui: I>enr, year. ne:tr,
"Well, If you could see the babies that
Three pounds of white sugar, one cupfear. pear. : oar, wear, bear, sear, year.
are brought to hiin to be photographed
ful of water, half a cupful of cider vineNumerical
EnigNo. 1%—Illustrated
you wouldn't blame him."
gar, a lump of butter the size of a large
ma: Penny and |»enny laid up will be
waluut and six tablespoonfule of grated A
DRUGGIST'S
CHATTANOOGA
many.
chocolate. Put all together in a grauite
STATEMENT.
No. 2o.—Anagram: March winds.
kettle aud boil without stirring until a
Robt. J. Miller, Proprietor of the Read
No. lit.- Added Syllables: Viol, violet. little dropped in cold water is crisp.
Huck, I'our on buttered dishes and when cold House Drug Store of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Bask, basket.
Sock, socket.
"There is more merit in Foley's
enough to handle, pull it as you do plain writes: and
bucket. Jiick. jacket.
Tar than in any other cough
Honey
No. 22.—Geographical Acrostic: Prim- molasses candy.—McCall's.
syrup. The calls for it multiply wonCrossais-Florida. l luals—Alabama.
Things to be Rembered.
derfully and we aell more of it than all
words—1. Farina. 2. Level. 3. Opera.
Never slam the oveu door, or jar any other cough ayrupa combined." F. A.
7.
3. Idea. β. Dream.
4. Rhubarb.
Shurtleff A Co.
rising material while it is baking.
Aurora.
If it ie desired to use gelatine, soak it
"Are there any new improvements in
No. 23.—Word Squares: 1.—1. OpaL in a cool place for an hour in cold water.
II.—1. This will prevent it having any odor and the kauto' line since I was here?" in4. Leap.
3. Area.
2. Pare.
quired the enthuaiaat.
make it quickly dissolve in hot liquid.
Pole. 2. Oxen. 3. Lend. 4. Ends.
"Yea," aaid the salesman, "one juat
All cooking utensils should be waehed
No. 24.
Rhyming Puzzle: Steak,
It is a folding
immediately after they are used with came in this morning.
drake. stak( quake.
horse, to be carried under the seat and
which will remove the grease.
soda,
No. 2Γ·.—: neopatlous: 1. Fi e-nd. 2.
Iron saucepans may be cleaned outside used in case of accident."
Me-t al. 3. Ko-m-xn.
by rubbing them over with Band.
PNEUMONIA IS ROBBED OF ITS
Never put tins away wet, as they will
TERRORS
THE RIGHT NAME IS DEW ITT.
rust.
Never pierce meats while cooking.
DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve cools,
by Foley's noney and Tar. It stops the
Never chop suet in a hot place.
soothes and heals cuts, burns, boils,
racking cough and heals and strengthens
Do not labor under the impression the lungs. If taken in time it will prebruises, piles and all skin diseases. K.
Refuse
E. Zickefoo.se, Adolpb, W. Va., says: that articles cook faster when the water vent an attack of pneumonia.
substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
"My little daughter had white swelling is boiling violently.
Green vegetables should be boiled in
io bad that
piece after piece of bone
Jack (just returned from the eaat)—
worked out of her leg.
DeWitt'e Witch open eaucepane, as the color is destroyDo you know, the Hindu girla are taught
Hazel Salve cured her." It is the most ed by great heat.
To prevent iish from falling apart in to think of marriage aa soon aa they can
wonderful healing salve in the world,
lieware of counterfeits. Sold by F. A. boiling, put a little vinegar into the talk. Roae—The girla over here don't
want any teaching!
water.—Ex.
Shurtleff A Co.
*

·

·

ter

"Your daughter is highly accomplished." "Well," answered Mrs. Cumrox,
'she knows a great deal about English
iterature and can speak several languages. But I wish I could hire soraejody to teach her just what slang it is
proper to use in society."
Feel tired, no appetite, cannot sleep,
work or eat? That's spring tiredness and
will disappear at once if you take Holliser's Rocky Mountain Tea this month.
Ά cents, Tea or Tablets. P. A. Shurtleff
b Co.; OrinSteven·.

"Doctor, I didn't expect to have to

pay any such bill as this." "I am sorry
For that." "You'll be still sorrier when
I tell you that 1 expected and was protared to pay a much larger bill."

Foley's Kidney Cure if taken in time
iffords security from all kidney and
>ladder diseases.
F. A. Shurtleff <fc Co.

For whooping cough, a syrup that
Foley'a Kidney Cure makea kidneya
the children like is made by slicing and bladder right.
Don't delay taking.
onions fine, sprinkling plentifully with F.A. Shurtleff A Co.
brown sugar, then allowing the onion to
Don't expect any man to have faith in
stand between hot plates under a heavy
weight until all the juice is extracted. your judgment if you call him a fool.
As a cure for insomnia the onion is excellent sliced raw and eaten just before
retiring while as a blood purliier it surpasses most of the so-called "skin curej."
To sweeten the breath, eat a little sugar
after the onions.
Coffee, Dr parsley
moistened with vinegar, are also excellent for this purpose.

A wonderful aprlng tonic. Drivée out
all winter impuritiea, giveayou atrength,
health and happinesa. That's what Hollister'a Rooky Mountain Tea will do. 35
cent·, Tea orTableta. F. A. Shurtleff
A Co. ; Orin Stevens.

Willie—Engaged to Jack? Then you
won't marry Harry, alter all?
But maybe
Eunice—Not after all.

Reporter—To
rour longevity? Oldest inhabitant—My
"Why?"
that? Reporter—Your longevity. Old"Why, be doesn't work tnuoh."
In the spring and summer modes the
ist inhabitant—As far as I remember, I
"No, not much; but mtny."
naterlals that will be favored are the
lever had no such complaint.
]
effects in
ancy
mohair, crepe de
Foley'· Honey and Tar oontains no
The surest and safest remedy for kid-1 < ihine, and a number of the novelties of Dplatea, and will not conatipate like
1
he
crepe family, linens aad printed cot- nearly all other oough medicine·. Beley and bladder diseases is Foley's Kid· !
1
what do you attribute

»y Core.

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

ta*· aabatttatM.

ons.

ι

V. A. Shortlafl A Co.

The Kind You Have

fore you cut my throat."
"What is It?"
"I have In this cocoa nut an immense !
sum of money." said the ape, "and 11

Opium,Morphine

JbcSmne *
RUJUSJ*-

Portlnnd to Boston,

$■

*ln «rooms

$1.00

Aiue Λ—Λ

00.

m+s-j.-

A perfect

Fac Simile Signature of

F. LI.SCO MB,

Agent.
Fratdilin Whaif,

Gtm&fffiUc&'i

NEW YORK.

Portland, Me

"And to l.e sure that it is all bore,"
said ti e ape. "I want to break the cocoa nut open."
"Of course," said the leopard.
"And as there are no stones about
here i shall have to ask that you let

uie crock the cocoa nut on your bead,"
continued the ape.
"Very well. consented the leopard.
Then sly Mr. Ape took the cocoanut
between his two hands and hauled otT
and cracked Mr. Leopard such a rattling go-jd blow on the skull that the
fellow fell over on the ground as if

Nasal

GATAOHH

I t til ils etiv.-io there
ih'ciM be clean.iuc·"".

patch.

Eîj's Cream Da!:»

i!ie dUua.ed incaiLra:.u.

It curescntarrhan liL-.rs
<ί·.\·!ι~ r. Cold ία the head

ATTENTION FARMERS!

quickly.

Cream F.a'in Is placed Into the noetrile, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief it im•■.oùiatu end α cure follows. It is not drying—(Toes
:i it produce sneezing. Large Size, SO cents at Druggiit» or T:y mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY UKOTIIEHS, 60 Warren Street, New Yorl:.
over

F, W.

The Oxford Democrat

CIUi\llLEIt,

Builders' Finish !

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable price*.

Hrn«rr the Kun) Shelter.

Ye.irs art but a fool's measure for
youth, wliic'j is divine. They bring caution more often tlian wisdom and a certain lielief in the unreality of Joy. A
is quickly disillusioned, which
man
commonly means that lie lias set up his
own idea of what things should lie by
the side of what things are and sulks
forever at the result. lie then commits
the folly of becoming old and prefers
existence to life. He clambers into one
or other of the many shelters that line
the way. curls up within ami smiles
pityingly at the young of all ages press-

to some end. 110 matter what,
alive to the beauty of the sky and the
clouds and the birds and the trees,
alive even to the beauty to be seen in
one another, breathing deeply of the air
of strength, living and loving and beloved. until at last they are made one
with nature. Hut the heart, like the

ing

TM· Of ΗΤΑ un «OMMNV. NCW TO*· ClTT.

cîi-an'ei.ionthei1 aad hv.t'e

big

dead.
And you may be sure that before bo
came to his senses Mr. Ape was many,
many miles away.—St. Louis Post-Dis-

on

liver, grows torpid without exercise; a
gradual decay comes to the man in the
shelter, a decay from which lie is released. much against his will, by death.
There are too many shelters.—Hugh d·
Sellncourt.

Anne Bole)ii In Spnln.
After Henry VIII. divorced Catharine of Aragon, the favorite daughter
of Ferdinand and Isabella, and married
Anne Boleyn there was intense disgust
thereat in Spnln, and to show their abhorrence they for years carried around
annually in procession a huge alligator
(la tarasca, which strictly means a serpent). and out of the back of this animal sprang a female ligure intended
This figure they
for Anne Boleyn.
called the "Anavolena" ((Anue Boleyn,
the "b" and "v" being almost interchangeable in Spanish). The Idea, of

FOR ONE YEAR

Also Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing

.$1.75·

and Job Work.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

W.

F„
•Cpa)

βππ,ρρ,

CIIV\l>Li:Ct,
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Xfi'no.

.....

who i:> interested in the

Weekly Newspaper

G'ade Portrait Work
a

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

said the Hurried maid.
"I did not ask for Mrs. Lewis," wus
the calm, statesmanlike reply.
"But I don't know when she will be
back." urged the maid.
"Neither do I," philosophically replied Disraeli, "but I am going to wait
till she comes back, so please make me

6

V

X

X

^

Admitted Assets
I.labilities Dee.

/

Uplifted.

"Yer honor," protested the seedy prisoner, "die is Jlst a case 0' perlice persecution.
Dey'se tryln' ter keep me
down, yer honor. You ain't goin' ter
let 'em keep me down, are yer?"
"Certainly not," replied the magistrate. "I'm going to send you up for
ninety days."—Philadelphia Press.

in.

J.H..V.I

South Paris,

/Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will tine! $1.75 for which
below The Oxford
you will please send to the address
for One Year:
Farmer
Tribune
New-York
Democrat and

to.

Signed

NOTE.

The

Papers

may be sent to diffe'ent

addresses if desired
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Wanted,
gentleman of fair éducation to travel
for a firm of $150,1X10 capital.
Salary $1,072 per
year and expenses, paid weekly. Address
Ai. l'KRClVAL, South Paris Me.
or

QUAKER RANGE

high Qrade
SECURITIES

$100, $500, and
$1000 Bonds

Paying

from 4 to 5 per

:ent.

For Sale

By

The nickel rails

Blason & Merrill,
120

EXCHANGE ST.,

Portland,

Me.

I

Violins for Sale.

m. Rlolaorde,

nwuia

^

AID

onicui,

;

-Λ

(

in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
an

without bolts.

50 cts.Dow",nd 50 cts.

Secret.

lier private opinion of her liusbaod.—
Chicago Journal.

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

Semi Farmer

< U.12,!Un «2

I have several FINE VIOLINS
Mr. Jones—Mary, can a woman keep f ar sale at reasonable prices, also
1
inythlng to herself? Mrs. Jones—Yes; I Strings, Bows and Bridges.
Her

$1.75.

31, 1904.

ί loo.nooon
Contingent Fund,
3'». 153 Ts
cup of tea."
Set Unpal I Losses
276.772 87
Ile did wait, he got his tea, and he Unea-ned Premiums
Ml other Liabilities,
30,577 47
married the widow.
374,931 82
Cash Capital,
111,504 Its
Surplurt over all Liabilities
Wliy the Ta hie Knife Wu Rounded. Total l iabilities aid -U'plus
$U32,1M0«>2
Table knives until the seventeenth
WALTER L. GR\Y, Agent,
South Paris, Maine.
century always had sharp!}· pointed
blades, a natural survival from the

The Man and the Place,
•This John Doe must be a turrible
bad feller," mused Maw Hoptoad.
"He's alius In trouble. I see he's been
Indicted again. I wonder where he
lives when he's to home?"
"I expect he lives in Effigy." chuckled
Paw Hoptoad, "the place where so
many are hung."—Houston Chronicle.

the

Send Democrat to.

$ H73 2ti"> 50
4»·,324 0»

(iross Λ Hits
r,edu t Heme not aitmltte<l,

Lady

us

to

433 1*2

a

days when a knife was at once a dagger. hunting knife and table knife and
fork combined. The rounded end was
Introduced from France. It happened
that Cardinal Ulchelleu was compelled
to entertain at his table Chancellor
Seguler, a man of rude manners, who
at the close of the meal proceeded to
This so
use his knife as a toothpick.
upset the cardinal that he ordered the
end of every knife In his possession to
be rounded, nnd so great was Richelieu's Influence that the fashion was
adopted all over the country.

make money from the farm.

all
of
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important agricultural topics
the day, ami show you how

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY

indemnity Company,

Interest ami Rtnts
Ml other Assets

will post you every week

One Year For

Hartford, Connecticut

Stocks and Honda,
<a-h In Ollice anil Hank

Tribune Farmer,

er

FOR ΜΑΓΕ.

31, 1»W

The New-York

money with the order can secure
the Democrat and Tribune Farm-

A second-hand set of the American Edition of Chambers' Encyclopedia, 15 volumes, all in excellent
Got the Tf* nuil the Ln«ly.
ondition. $12.50 buys the set. For
Disraeli was in love with a widow,
Mrs. Wyudhnm Lewis. One day. when particulars address,
Oxford Democrat Office,
he went to call, the lady, sitting by the
South Paris.
window, saw him approaching and or-

An ets Dec.

your

the largest possible
with
profits from the farm, and memf<>r every
matter
special

Any person sending

South Paris.

of

supply

household.

Oxford Democrat Office,

The £tni

admirably

for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
every

a

FOR SALE.

foul beast of the slime. The tarasca
is shown to the curious, with the Anavolena complete, in the hall of th·
Glgantes, which is approached from
the gallery round the cloisters of the
cathedral, the most Interesting one in
Spain.—Notes and Queries.

ber of his family.

wants

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

to give him the experience ·>ί
advance·!
the
others in all
and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in

family.

will

L. M. TUFTS,

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly

securing

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

specialty,

NEEDS

A

to keep him in touch with tiie
doings of his neighbors, and alt

items of interest to himself and

Crayon, Water color,
and Oil

of

Good Local

Mouldings s,l.

Sepia

Farmer

news

Paris and Oxford County should
subscribe for a

Mats, Mirrors
in

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake
Farmer

and Pictures,

High

Every

Every

Picture Frames

&

FOR
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ff In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Pine Lnm
Outside work, send In your order*
bcr and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

A high grade White Sewing Machine in good running condition.
'course, was Protestantism, personifled Cost
$45.00 ew. Will sell for $12.
by Anne Boleyn, springing out of the For
particulars address or call at

dered the servant to say that she was
not at home. When the maid reached
the lmll the statesman was hanging up
his overcoat.
"Mrs. Lewis, sir, is not at home,"

Remedy forConslipa

Hon, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms.Convulsions.Feverishj ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
I

:is

other lines.

"Tkr.nk you." said the leopard.

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

âêê fW?

p. m.

low

*

Bjfnimeé WW*

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, lio&ton,

your life."

of

nor Mineral.

Λα* afOUÛrSAHUILPmMR
Ρ^πφ/άη SeuL"

REDUCED RATES.

J.

Signature

not Narcotic.

Portland Division.

7
daily except Sun<lay,
Freight rates always as

Bears the

Promolcs Dige9lion.Cheerfuiness and Rest.Contains neittier

Eastern Steamship Company.

"you've ijkkn a oo<>i> kkiknd ok mine.'
want lo make you ιι present of it. You
will be rich and happy all the rest of

^-jula-

■

THE TRUE "L F." KE3ICINE ΚTS GEHTLV 6UT
PROMPTLY AKD CUF.ELÏ, ASHIXAVCG 0SLÏ
(iO'JO I.-FL3TS !.'< IT3 ff/AE*

at

Always Bought

^Vegetable Preparationfor As

praiaed."--Fr.il.r. HmiWertlarnuujtoii,

The juice of half a lemon squeezed inglass of hot water, taken without after Jack.
sugar night and morning, is one of the
simplest and best remedies for torpid
A strength tonic that bringa rich, red
livers and biliousness. Daily headaches,
which medicine has failed to cure, will blood. Makea yon strong, healthv and
flare of On· Thin*.
disappear and the appetite will be con- active. That'· what Holliater'a Rocky
"The life of an Insurance agent,"
Mountain Tea will do. 35 cent·. Tea
liderably improved.
of wormor Tablets.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. ; Orin lifhed Premyums, "is full
rood and gall."
The brown discoloration may be re- Steven·.
"I hadq't noticed the wormwood,"
lieved from baking dishes by rubbing
ι ;hem with a cloth dipped in moist salt
"I don't aee how Skem^r get· along." ι jrowled the victim.—Cleveland Leader.
< >r bath brick.
to a

For Infants and Children.

nett,
He.

1

heroic poem. 3. A kind of meat.
5.
Literature of the imagination.
β. A long stick.
form of illness,
A fourth of fern.

j

Sivere Liter
Comolaint—
Couldn't Eat without
Distress—

Quickli Cured

For ten years I had chronic bronchitis
so bad that at times I could not speak
above a whisper," writes Mr. Joseph
Coffman, of Montmorenci, Ind. "I tried

4. the whites of the eggs beaten very stiff.
and I am now cured of the disease. On
A Place on buttered paper on a fiat pan, in
my recommendation many people have
7. small spoonfuls and bake in a quick used
Foley's Honey and Tar. Its effect
oveu.
was almost miraculous, and I am now
CHOCOLATE RAMEKINS.
cured of the disease. On my recomCook together in a saucepan one table- mendation many people have used Foley's
No. iW.-tilrli' Name·.
spoonful of butter and two tablespoon- Honey and Tar, and always with satisis of cotton, firm and strong;
fuls of fiour and when blended add six faction." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
winnows grain the whole day Ion?
Stir until
calls to school and playtime shows; tablespoonfuls of hot milk.
Giles—"My wife can drive nails like
thick and smooth, and then pour this
pltv is for other'-s woes.
la a certain game, we're told.
upon the yolks of three eggs that have lightning."
Miles—"You don't mean it!"
Is to "tote" a load.
While
been beaten light with three tablespoonAnd
saucy little chit.
Giles—"Sure I do.
Lightning, you
fuls of powdered sugar. Add five tableIs reckon. <1 as a sparkling wit.
of grated chocolate and beat know, seldom strikes twice in the same
always speaks with solemn sound; spoonfuls
until cool. Fold in the beaten whites of place."
around.
The close of day sees
two eggs ard bake quickly in ramekin
dishes set in a pan of boiling water. DREADFUL ATTACK OF WHOOPNo. SO.—EiiIkiu·.
ING COUGH.
Nerve at once with whipped cream heapin
of
a
river
Europe ed on
1 am the name
of each.
Park
top
Mrs. Ellen Harlison, of 300
Take
away
ami contain live letters.
Avenue, Kansas City, M»., writes as folCHOCOLATE COOKIES.
!
iny lirst two. and only one remaius;
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saved their lives." Refuse substitutes.
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and put in last. Flavor with vanilla.
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Drop in small pieces on pan and bake in
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In
Childhood

wnys» liked you."
"Thank you," said the leopard.
"Yes." continued the ape. "you've
been a good friend of mine, and I want
beyou to allow me to do you a favor

THE TRUE If." DID IT

Beat the yolks of four eggs, adding
all remedies available, but with no sucthem one tablespoonful of grated chococess.
Fortunately my employer sugounces
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four
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and
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late,
gested that I try Foley's Honey and
1. A fourth of fern. 2. A Spanish of sugar. Beat thoroughly and then add
Tar. Its effect was almost miraculous,
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Tetter. Salt Rheum, and all other Skin
Diseases.

Berlin,

HOMEMAKERS· GOLUMN.
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Variety Stor·, Norway.
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